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LIFE 
Jaime Mairato Be.tle waa born :ln Msllarca, Spain, Janl:18l:7 291 
1930. 
He Jo:lned the Society ot Jesus on October 61 19491 at the 
monaster.y of Veruela, Zaragoza, Spain. He was sent to cont:lnue 
his studies :ln Banbay, India, end graduated 1n Philosophy at the 
Sacred Heart College 1 Sh.embe.ganur 1 India. 
After finishing the Licentiate :ln Sacred Theology, as a 
priest, he was far three ;years at St. Mary's High School, Cam-
bridge Section, holding the :post of V1ce-pr1nc1pel. After grad-
uating in Sociology f'rcn Loyole he hopes to return to Banbay to 
take up a teaching post. 
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PREFACE 
The writer wishes to thank the Cbilirman ot the Department ot Sociology 
tor his lines of recc:nmendation tnaerted :tn the letter ot this 8\lrft7; 
Dr. J. P. Mun.di for suggesting the idea ot this sune7 as subject tor the 
thesis. Besides, the latter and Dr. Paul Mundy helped with their advice 
and 1n other ways to C&rJ7 out the project, for which I am most grateful. 
Thanks are due to each one ot the adwnced degree recipients ot the depart-
ment who kindly consented to answer the questionnaire ot this surve7. Their 
cooperation bas made this surve7 possible. 
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CHAPrER I 
The graduate student in 8D.7 university represents in most tangible 
form the contrib\l'ilan Which th.at 1nat1tution has made to societ7, Whatever 
may be the deficiencies ot the syst;em of the graduate education. !t'he Grad· 
uate School in the United states bas been a source of contention both be• 
cause the Dean seems to lack tull :powers to carry out efficiently and inde-
pendently plans and progrAms and because the two degrees granted--the M.A. 
and the Ph.D.-•ba.ve not a clear cut standard. Th.is is what Charles M. 
Grigg has to se:1 1n that regard i "The unresolved issues 1n graduate studies 
are matcy", and same ot them are of long duration. For those who wish to 
see immediate changes 1 the future is not too bright. 1'be organization ot 
1 
the graduate school has been a source of weakness since its inception." 
Elbridge Sible7 1n his classic stud7 on !11!. lducattm gt, Sociolggists m_ 
the United states makes a similar remark: 
- ----- _.....,.......,_ 
Among the hundreds at tacult7 members, other professional 
sociologists, and graduate student.a with vhal I have talked 
1n the course of rq investigation I have found little com-
placcm.cy about the present state ot grsduste education in 
sociology. No ane department of s~iology toda;y could be 
taken as a standard for cmpariaon. 
1 
Charles M. Grigg, ~duate lducatian (N .I. i The Center tar Applied 
Research in Ed.v.cattan., 1965, P• 105. 
2 
Elbridge Sibley 1 ~ Educ•~~ 2f. Soc&ologiats a k Ua1ted state a (N.Y.: Russell Sage Foundation, l 3 1 p. 12. 
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As late as Februa17 1968, Richard Laskin advocating a Master'• degree pro• 
gram in a•tology asked: "Ia there not a place tor the master's degree in 
socioloa as a term1mtl p.rofeasionsl degree, and are there not positions 
3 for vhich specialized M.A. traintng might not be encouragedt" 
A survey of the graduates in sociolosY from Loyola, as a stud7 far a 
Master's thesis, vould be not onq rewarding as a research proJect, but 
also it could provide valuable inf'ormation for the Department of Sociologr. 
Dr. Robert F. Medina conducted such a survey of graduate psychologists 
from Io70la University, covering 1930-1954, the first 25 years of the 
Department of Psycholoa. ~ questionnaire sent to the graduates in soc-
iolOQ' from Loyola was baaed on the quest1crmaire of Dr. R. F. Medina, and 
a tmed to gather all pertinent inf'ormation about the graduate sociologist 
In the context set forth above 1 the f'actWAl data gathered about 
those vho graduated tbroY8 light cm the work carried out during the training 
years, while avoid1ng disputed issues. The graduates ot a particular 
department show most clearly what bas been accomplished and what remains 
to be done. What the graduates are 1 vbat they have done 1 and what the7 
aim to do serves as a benchmark against which e depertmnt can take stock 
ot the progress made and the extent to which departmental goals can be 
achieved. 
Lo70la Univerait7 has served the nation and the cit7 of Chicago far 
one hundred ,ears ( 1870-1970). Graduate degrees in socioloQ were granted 
b7 the Department from the ear:cy 1940's through tbe I.s.I.R.; in June 1956 
3:atchard Laskin, "A Master's Degree Program in Sociolog," ~ 
Ag!r1gy §ociolpgt9, Vol. 31 No. 1 (FebrusJ!"7, 1968) 1 p. 16. 
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the f'irst M.A. in SocioJ.oa was awarded through the Graduate School. It 
was not mxtil Febrwary 19611. tbat the first two Ph.D.'• were awarded. This 
study covers e period ot thirteen 79ars up to 1968, inclusive. 
What kind ot sociologist bas come out of Loyola UniversitJ'f Is he a 
soc1olog1.st vho has made his influence felt as a scholar in the line ot 
research, 1n the academic line ot teaching, 1n the social field of' diagnosis 
ot problems attecting society, in industry and business as consultant or 
in some other social endeavor! The purpose of this thesis is to portray 
signif'icant teatures which define the professionel sociologist who hss 
received his gra.duate training at J.o7t>la Uni"Versity. The aim :ts to inves• 
ti.gate end evaluate sane variables Which characterize this particular group. 
What are these signUicant f'eaturest The atgn1ticent features relate to 
f'our main poa1t1ona ot the soc1ol.og18t= in the world of sociological occu-
pations, in the professional vorld of' associations and interest areas, 1n 
research and publicnio.na, and, finalq, in earnings or profits derived 
from his work as a sociologist. 
The variables which will bring out that portrayal refer to personal 
and professional matters. Is there erq marked relationship among the age, 
marital status or sex ot the graduate trcm l'..oJ'ola end hia echie'ftlllent in 
his current pos1t1cmt What is the proportion ot time he spends in his soc-
iological position along with research and other professional activities 
in national ar local associations! Are his areas of professional interest 
and competence bearing visible truit in academic circles or showing in 
publications in the form ot books or articles in Journalsf t.n his current 
activities is he going in tor specialization? Are his professional and 
academic degrees d~ rewerded 1n the way of mone:.r or sme other manner! 
Whet leve 1 of salary ia he drawing in the dU'f'erent positions he holds? 
Do Ph..D.' s hold professional jobs higher than those ot the M.A.• sT Do the 
M.A.'s wish to go on to the doctorate as a fulfillment ot' their professional 
aspirations1' Hence the variables referring to personal and professional 
matters will include : age 1 marital status 1 current occupation, place of 
empl.o,ment 1 time spent in specific job f'unctions 1 areas of prof'easional 
interest and competence, protessicmal and academic degrees received, 1nst1-
tu:tions attended, proteaa1onal positions held, extent ot experience, current 
activities, monthly and 19arly aalaJ7. 
~ graduate fran LoJol.a wes asked to tell about himself 1 his profes-
sional f'unct1on1ng 1n the field, and what he th1nks about the training be 
received at Loyole. Wea that training good enough tar his current positionT 
Could the training received at LoJ'ola be imJ:rO"Ved and, 1t so, 1n what spe-
cific ereaaf Whet does he think about the Department ot Sociology? The 
variables referring to "'8luet1on ot their training include: :particular 
areas or topics the person felt wre neglected, inadequately stressed or 
overstressed; impressions regarding quslit7, nmber and experience ot' teach-
ing stef't; teeilitiee tor training and placement; research level and research 
interest within the department; and relations v1th the profession and the 
public 1n a-neral. 
Through the understanding of the connon, pertinent elements of this 
group with regard to professional interest patterns and 3ob tunctians 1 one 
can hope to dtecover some :tmpl1ce.t1on.s tor the training program of sociolo-
gists in the topics noted. SiDce these graduates have had an opportun1t7 
to empare themselves 1.n training and proficienc7 with other sociologists 
1n the field, their ewluat1an and rating ot the training received at 
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Loyola is of special significance end value. Also, it will be possible to 
present prospectift and present greduates with a realistic picture about 
the specific kinds of job oppoi•tunit1."!B available 1 the kinds of functions 
he can eJq>eet in his professianal role, and the leftl ot financial return 
he can expect 1n a particular area of the tie ld. 
Survey research has now becane a major tool ot empirical research 
1n all of the social sciences. Says Cherles Y. Glock: "Defining sociology 
broadly, there is no other discipline tbst has adopted SUl"Vey methods as 
4 
enthusiastically or used them as extensively." In particular, Graduate 
Schools have been the object ot maJl7 a aUT'Vey for the lsst ten ,.ears, bearing 
1n mind the def'ieieneies of' the educational system and trying to susgest 
some solutions to the pzooblems. Soeiolog hes made its contribution, the 
outstanding work being the nation.al survey conducted by Elbridge Sibley, 
already noted. 
In 19601 Bernard Berelaan presented the results at his sU'Ml't'ya on 
5 Graduate Education 1n the United states. We •Y leave eside the historical 
SUl"TeY Berelsan makes at the Onduate School. Our interest lies 1n his 
survey of the present Graduate School V'here Berelson studies the student 
graduate 1n his proteasicmaJ. capacity. What ta the quality of the student 
group now ccm1ng into gl"&duate atvdieat Does the graduate compare tavorabq 
with two other main groups in advanced training, the prof'eas1onel students 
4 Cbsrl.ea Y. Glock, §W:?!Z Research !!!, ~ Social Science1. (I .t. : 
Russell Sege Foundation, 1967), p. 3. 
5Bernard Berelson.1 f.AA1!:f!;• lducatign m, the United @Ptes (MeOrav 
Hill Book Co., Inc., 1960 • 
of aw and medicinet In answering these questions Berelson gins a portra;ya.l 
of the graduste as gathered tran the answers given bJ" Deans of Graduate 
Schools, Graduate Faculty Members, Recent Recipients of the Doctorate, 
College Presidents 1 and even &<Ille Representatives of Industr.y to his ques• 
tionneire. Each of Berel.son'a five questionnaires has a portion on the 
evaluation of graduate work which along with the questions addressed to 
Recent RecipieAta of the Doctorate are of special relevance to this stud7. 
The purpose was to review the state at Qraduete Education atter hearing 
from all those concerned with lt. !'his vast study covered the first cen-
tury of gniduate work 1n the United state a 1 frcn 1876 to 1976, since it 
planned for the future. It included a broad view ot graduate education 
and its institutions, in order to locate and interpret the major trends 
and issues now active. It included, too, a<ae p.rojeet1on of whet might 
happen to graduate e4ucat1an 1n order to pro'1.4e a proper basis tar clari• 
tying elternativea or meld.ng recainendatiC111s. Hence, BerelsC111 tried to 
stay as close as possible to the tacts gathered, and •de clear where the7 
ran out and where ,ierscmal interpretation entered in. 
Regarding evslust1on of graduete work the recipient was asked to give 
his evaluetion on the Oraduate School's conditions-•:person.al, such as fin-
ancial support; individual, intellectual capacity for the doctorate; and 
social, as relationship nac:mg candidates and with the teaching staf't. The 
graduate was asked, for instance, "How good was 10ur doctoral program 1n 
training you for the position you now hold f' Or again, "When JOU get right 
down to it, and taking enrything into aceount, did ,ou leern. more from 
your fellow students or from YoUr prof'essorst6 Both his portrayal ot the 
6 Berelson, p. 329. 
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qU8l1ty of the gra.duate and the evaluation the graduate himself makes ot 
his training are the two main purposes ot the study ot the sociologist fran 
Loyola. 
Berelson collected the material provided by the survey and clessi-
fied it under tour headtngss Purposes, Institutions, students and Programs. 
Under the last two headings Berelson analyzed sor.ie features of the graduate 
and his evaluation or gl.'duate work. The principle which governed the whole 
inquiry can be stated in his own words: 
The big question about gradWlte education 1s the one 
on which it is moat ditticu.lt to get solid evidences 
how good is ttf The ultimate answr to that question 
must be found in OM of two directions, beth closed 
to me by the nature of thts study. One is an inquiry 
into the content of the progroams J that must be done 
by representatives of the disciplines themselves. 
The otbar ts an objective inwat1gat1an into the qual-
ity of the product; that 1s en extremely 1.erge and 
canpllcated metter in itaelt. lither ot these, ar 
both together, would give a more neer'.1.1' :f'inal answer 
to the persistent question of quality. Although I 
cannob deal with this question d1rectcy1 I can deal 
with the next but queat1cm, nmaely, how good people 
think. it is. ?bat 1a, after all, not f'ar from the 
original question; indeed, it is more otten than 
not taken as its equivalent in educatianal circles.7 
In 19631 the surve1 undertaken by Sibley 1 ref erred to above, had e more 
closely related purpose to this thesis. From tht'! start Sibley mentia11S in 
the Prefoce that ~ar1ng 1n mind the present state of geduate education 
"I she 11 venture 1 1n the following chapters 1 to Point out two kinds of dis• 
crepancies: between what un1vers1tJ catalogs StJY that thei2' sociology de• 
8 
partm.ents otter and the actual training which t7,P1eal stude:rrts receive." 
7Ibid., p. 202. 
a-
s1bie7, p. 11. 
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In this work Sibley ahns to portray the professional sociologist using the 
available data in the tiles of the Oraduate Schools, and secondly the data 
gathered 1n the survey tran the professional sociologists 1n the field. 
What Sibley tries to do at the national level, this writer tries to aeccn• 
plish at a single departmental level. He further explains his aim when 
enwiereting his reasons to take stock of the education of sociologists in 
the United States: 
First, the baa1c science or discipline ot 
soctotoa baa continued to evolve; 1n part le• 
uler, it has developed or adopted 1ncreasingl)' 
sophiaticated concepba and methods ot research 
anal7&1s, while making leas widespread progress 
1n theoretical qntheata. Seccnd1 sociologists 
have cane DlOft cansciousl.7 to feel the need 
tor more explicit proteasic:mal nandarda; this 
teellng is fostered partq lq ex.pending oppor-
tun.1t1ea tor the appl1cst1cm ot their special 
skills to the practical management ot social 
attaira and partq, perhaps, bJ' awareness that 
both within and outside the academic realm the7 
taee tncreaalng campetition fraa other pro:tea-
aional groups that deal with acne ot the aame 
problema ot aoctel rel.atiana. ~, along 
with 118J17 other proteas1onal and sctentitic 
tteias, aociol.OQ' teces an a.lread7 marked and 
proa:pect1vel.7 still more severe shortage ot 
well-qualUied persannel, and demands tor 
accelerated output of adyanced iegrees are 
alred7 flZ'GW1n8 mare insistent. 
To C8l"l"J' out such an enterprise he set out to visit personally thirteen 
universities whose aoc1oloa departments ottered doctoral training in socio-
logy. He hel.a hour long 1ntern.ewa with a total of about a hundred gr;oaduete 
students, as well as :lndividwal ccm:veraattona with tacult7 members. These 
steps are not part of the p,reaent study since it ta limited to one Department 
9 
.DJa., p. 15. 
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Through five schedules he gathered information by mail trcm socioloa depart• 
ments end from 1nd1viduels holcUng Doctors' and Mastera' degrees. Schedule 
I was addressed to the Departments ottering Ph.D. degrees, while the other 
schedules vere addressed to holders of Ph.D. and holders at M.A. degrees. 
Here the similerit;y betwen Sible;y'a survey and th:iia survey begins. Man)' 
of the questions to the Ph.D.•s and to the M.A.'a refer to one or other of 
the features which this stud;y :port;ra;ya of the sociologist trcm Lo7ola. A 
glance at the list ot tablea shows the ditterent characteristics ot the pro-
fessional sociologist as SU1"'NJ'ed by Sibley. 
The significant features presented b;y Sible;y refer to the first and 
last feature presented befOl"e as sign1f1cant, nameJ.71 the sociologist's 
occupation or empl.O)'!llent and the earnings derived. As in this study, his 
questionnaire inquires about the nature at work the graduate is engaged in1 
the t;ype of empl019r 1 the amount at tbte spent 1n that occupation, and what 
earnings derive tran this work. In the section regarding evaluation ot 
t:ra1nlng1 81ble;y inqldrea about the utility ot the sociological training in 
relation to current occupation, and what det'ic1enc1ea ot training the grad• 
uete thinks good to report. Here are sane examples: Nature of 'WOrk: e.g. 
research, adm.1nistrat1on, consultation, counseling; type of emploJ8r or 
cltent(s): e.g., Defense Department, industr,., private welfare agency, 
aeli-empio,ed; approximate percentage of J9ar•s time devoted to this work; 
approximate percentage of 19er's earning deriwd t'ran this work. Was poss-
ession ot the Master' a d.egree in sociology ad'V1llltageous to ;you in obtaining 
J'OU'L" present position! In 'What important respects do JOU find that 10ur 
sociological training has most adequatel.71 and in what respects most inade-
-10-
10 qustt.ly, prepared you tor :your present workt Incidentally, twelve grad-
uates tran l.oy'ol.8 sent in canpleted schedules 1n Sibley's surve7. About the 
professional sociologist Sibl.e7 remarks the stage ot growth: "Socioloa has 
been trying tor marq decades to cane of age as a science and as a profession• 
al field. It can be sa:ld now to be in a late stage ot adolescence, at a 
11 
time ot potent1all7 rapid uturation.• It will be interesting to see :ln 
this stud:y U that "adolescent sociologist" is really maturing and caae ot 
age, especially 1n the case at those holding Pb..D. degrees. 
At the university le'ftl1 88 contrasted with the national level ot the 
previous aurve;rs, one ccnes across scme interesting surveys related to this 
stud7. Barus Rosen.hall.Pt made a study ot the graduate students at Columbia 
Universit;r for the J\!81"8 1940 to 1956. Though he did not use the survey 
questionnatre, his analysis ot avail.able data prtmtd most illuminating re-
garding camon variables usualll' SUl"ftJ9d. '!o the question, "Is it a sound 
polic7 to attract more W'<lleJl into graduate educationt•, he found that the 
figures aussest that, as a group, vaaen are a poor risk. a8 doctoral candid• 
ates, but do nearl;r as wll aa, and in sane fields better than, non-veteran 
l2 
men 1n earning Master•• decrees." It college teachers at the future are 
going to be recruited trom M.A.•a then women •7 well play- an increastngl:y 
important role. 
A few studies are available at the deP11rtment level. The7 otter a 
lOS:lbley-1 Appendix B., 
11 Ibid., p. 16. 
l2aans Rosenhau;pt 1 Q!:•A!PH St!llepts, Expr1enc,e, at Col .. 1a UAU!r· 
llE£, 124<>.-1:.222 (If' .Y.: Colmb:la Thlinrsit7 Press 1 1958T; p. 2: 
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more concrete example of analysis of variables trc:n data gathered 1n order 
to portray the sociologist. 
Rosen and Bates jotted down. in a broad we7 the results of their obser-
vation regarding the socialization ot the sociologist 1n the Oraduate School. 
The discussion, as the1 call their case stud71 was based on long continued 
participant observation end reading in the area rather than formal research. 
According to the authors, roles 1n large complex orgenizatiou tend to pro-
liferate with Perkinsonian speed and inerltabilitJ".13 The growing profession 
of the sociologist is no exception. The contrtbnition ot such a stu47 provide 
a backgrmmd in the study to portray the sociologist. No specific data are 
given; the value of the study depends on the anal.1sis of participant obser-
vation. This study ts mentioned to show a ditferent approach to the invea• 
tigation ot the graduate sociologist. 
At the beginning, occl@8t1an was referred to tts the first significant 
feature for the graduate soc1ol.og1.st. From the point ot viev of occupation-
al cC11111tment, Charles R. Wright studied a group ot graduate students. !his 
was an exploratory study of training in modern social research and the con-
sequences ot such training an graduate students. In generel tems, 1t 
addresses itself to two problems: l) what are the factors that attect 
learning methods ot social research, and 2) what happens to students who 
are exposed to tra1n1ng in social research methods as part ot their initial 
7t1ar ot graduate study 1n sociologyf He classified the group under three 
categories: refo:rmistic 1 philosophical and scientific 1 v'hich reflected the 
13Ben c. Rosen and Alan P. Bates, "The structure ot Socialization in 
the Graduate School,'' Sogiological Ingu1rz, Vol. 37, No. l (Winter, 1967), 
P• 73. 
.. 12 .. 
three general types of orientation toward sociology. The study prov:kdes 
data on the changes 1n occupational camnitment, as these were observed 1n 
the exploretory study among a cohort of beginning sociology students 1n a 
large private tm1versity. 'l'hose three factors are examined and found to 
ecoomit for changes 1n occupatiom.l eanmitment. The data were obtained from 
responses to questionnaires g,1.ven to e.11 new graduate students 1n the depart-
ment at the beginn!ng and end of their t1rst ;year of graduete study. Be· 
sides, they were supplemented b7 person.el interviews with certain students, 
~ by case studies, and b)" new detti from published directories. 
A similar effort is the one of Howard s. Beeker and Jemes W. Carper, 
who study the changing profession.el. One at the most compelling instances 
of personal change and deve lopt11tn.t 1n adult lite 1n our society, they aay 1 
is to be found 1n the typical growth at an "oecupetianal personalit,-" 1n 
the young adult male who, es he matures, takes over en blage of himself as 
15 
the holder of a particular specialized position in the dirtsion of labor. 
Their article is an attempt to specify the processes by Which such occupe• 
tional 1dent11'1eat1ons are internelized by the individual 1n the course of 
his entrance into, and passage through, a set of training institutions and 
thus provide an example ot a mode ot enelysis suitable far the study ot 
adult socialization. The analysis is based on interviews with graduate 
students in three departments 1n. e large tmi:wrsit7: phyaiolOQ'1 :mechanical 
engineering and philosopb.7. The interviews centered around the individual's 
14Charles R. Wright, •cb.angea in the Occu,petional C<md.tment ot Grad• 
uate Sociolog Students: A ReMarch :Note," §ocialomal !nCJllB"l'r Vol.37 No.l 
( Winter 1967) , P. 56. 
15HoWard s. Becker and James W. Carper, "'.rb.e Developnent ot IdentU1-
i~Gf! ;!t~~ Oecu,petion," ;ES&M JoJDSl 2f. S.OC&oloa IZI1 No. 6 (Janua:ry 
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feeling of work id.entity and the changes taking pl.ace in it. 
Finally, as mentioned bet ore , the d:l..ssertet ion at Medina 1n 1958 set 
e 119ttern of study of the professional psychologist by vay of tunctions 
which this writer intends eppl11ng to the professional sociologist. The 
functions of the psychologist atmied by Medina are those included 1n the 
four significant f'estures ex,l.ained before, awl in the ditf'erent personal 
characteristi~s detailed in the questionnaire. Through a two-phase question-
nairtt Medina gathered all relevant information o.Yl the occupstion, area 1n• 
terests and research, professional activities end earnings derived, which 
were ene.ly-zed to give in perspective the psychologist fran Loyola. A sec-
tion was devoted to consider the rating of training received at .Lo:yol.a as 
vell as the camnents and suggestions the graduate ottered. 
'l'he preHnt researcher's task is that at looking into the data gathered 
tran the graduates which may provide an ansver to the question: vh8.t is 
the graduate sociologist from Loyole 11kef 
CHAPTER II 
METHOD ANl> PROCEDURE 
In modern times a good deal of dispersion is to be ex;pecte4 among 
the graduates' current locations. SCll1e seventy million adult wark'ers changed 
residence in a period of five ,wars and the rate of Job change in the pro-
l 
tesaional occupation.a for a single 1'fl&l"1 19611 was ot l in 12. Thia con-
sideration, in addition to the desirability ot respondent an0Jl1Dlity tor 
certain topics to be introduced, wre .Vong argmenta for a mailed question-
naire. The nature of 1nf'ormat1on to be covered, especially' regarding inter-
ests, readings, ~ evaluation of previous train:big1 was such that it could 
not be answered by any inepect1on ot school records or data on band. 
In order to detel'Uline the PQpul.at1on1 the writer made use of the 
list of successf'ul candidates, either M.A. or Ph.D. in socioloa, which had 
been prepared by the Department ot Socioloa. The names ot all degree 
recipients were collected and referred to in the files of the Graduate 
School es a starting point tor possible addresses. As a matter ot fact, 1f 
one compares the tile addresses vi.th the ones giftn 1n Appendix I the use-
ful addresses are few. The American Soc1olog1cal Association's list proved 
of little help owing to the fact that many did not belong to the Aaaociat1on. 
Those religious who had left their Order or Congregation often became 
l 
Herbert G. Heneman and Dale Yoder 1 ~ !gqngaics (Cincinnati, 
South-Western Publishing CaapaJl1' 1 1965) 1 p. ~ 
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untracf!able except :far one or two cases. In the case of religious perse-
vering 1n their vocation we managed to track down the current addresses 
a~er contacting the mother house. Success was limited 1n the ceae of 
foreigners who had left no trace nor address at the place the7 were living 
in while in Chicago. Dr. :Paul Mundy gave me s00,1e "1'.lluable hints, end 1n 
other cases I ws lucky to come across references ot people who k:nev the 
address. The use of tr.i.e telephone proved most effective in various cases 
both to find out the whereabouts end to urge a resPonse to the questionnaire. 
Seventy-eight degree recipients in Sociology make the populaticm. of 
the survey, of which three received both tht' M.A. and the Ph.D. trm Lo:yola 
U'n1vers1ty between the years 1956 end 1968. So, the total number of people 
comes to be seventy-:f.'ive. 
The questionnaire vms sent to the faculty members ot the Department 
of Sociology tor camnents and suggestions, for which I em most grateful. 
As a preliminary trial, ten graduate students were asked to answer the 
questionne ire. One must remember that Medine had taken similar steps before 
circulating the finel veroion of his questionnsire on which the present 
study is based. As he says: "Ti.te questionnaire, after considerable revisicm. 
and number of trial runs for coherence, lttck of ambiguity, and topica.l cov-
era.ge1 1n its f'inel construction consisted of' two separate parts called 
2 Form I end Form II." A copy or the questionnaire and other material tor 
the present study are given in Appendix II. 
Form I was headed "Personal Data" and included some f'orty question 
items extending over five standerd•size pages. The personal and professicm.• 
al matters covered included age 1 marital status, current oceupa.tion, place 
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of employment, time spent 1n specific job functions, erees of prof'essionsl 
interest and competence, professional and academic degrees received, inst!• 
tutions attended, professional positions held, membership affiliations in 
professional and scientUic societies, learned and professional journals 
received, publications and presentation of research, current research acti-
vities and the utilization of languages. A final question of' the study 
was added as suggested by a faculty member, aiming to find out what the me• 
jor role of the sociologist ia as Judged b7 the res:pondents. 
Form II posed certain specific questions relating to sex, age, degree 
status, general field of' professional activity end length at time in a 
professional capacity, so that the 1nt01"!!18tion dealing with income / the 
ratings and evaluations of training together vith suggestions tor change 
and criticism, could be v1ewd against the reapond.ent's present status in 
the field. 
Form II, a three-page mimeogroaphed SD.On1JllOU8 torm.1 ves headed "Bvalua• 
tion of '!raining and F 1Dl!lncial Data. n The 1nstruct ions clearly indicated 
that the respcndent was not to write his name on this form nor in 8nJ' other 
wa7 identity himself'. Both forms were returned separately in two addressed 
end stamped envelopes i:a-ovtded for the purpose. 
This second pert of the questionnaire contained f'U'teen queations in 
all, with questions 121 13 and 15 open-end itema. Item number 12 asked 
what particular areas or topics the person felt were neglected, inadequately 
stressed, or overstressed 1n his training. Item 13 referred to impressions 
regarding quality, number end experience of teaching steft; facilities tor 
training end placement; research level end research interest within the 
department; des1rab111t7 of 1nterdisc1pl1nary emphasis in training; and 
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relations with th.e profesnionel end general public. The purpose ot optm-
ended questions wes to ellow the respondent to clarify, develop and extend 
in a personal wy previous c<:ll'.lments and judgments as well to include any 
eddit:f.onal factors which he considered pertinent end re.lewnt. It should 
be made quite cleer that such questions put the locus of evaluation within 
the individual. He is not asked what should b~ changed or added in the 
program trcxn the standpoint of the ad!ninistretion, or that of en expert 
consultant. Rather he ts asked whet specif'ie skills and techniques he had 
:folm.d to be especially valuable on the basis of his own work experience in 
the field. Also he is asked ebout the areas in which he feels himself 
lacking, or those 1n which he f'eela he had not received sufficient tra.ining. 
As Medine points out, "consensus or near eonaensus on particular issues 
does not neeessertly imply that such changes or modif'ications in the training 
prog:rem should be maflf!t (since there me7 be prohibitive factors existing of 
wh1eh the respondent is not ewre). Rether it underlin(!s certain noteworthy' 
features and aspects which do not emerge or heve not emerged in e7 other 
wy. Some of the eamnents mey well relate to features thet ba""M al.reedy 
been remedied ~ added." 3 
Berelson, bef'are going into a list of reeamnendetions, cautions, too, 
the reader of the perspectiw to be given to criticism and suggestions: 
,.As a friend cautions, criticism is easy compared to suggesting solutions. 
Suggesting solutions is eef117 empared to suggesting workable ones. And 
lt. 
suggesting workable solut:lona ta easy ccmpered to putting them into praeticl • 
., 
'"'Medina, p. 16. 
4Berel&on, p. 233. 
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The Loyola Graduate vaa asked to do his job regarding healthy er1tician 
and solutions; he leaves 1t to the Department to decide vb.ether they are 
workable ones and vb.ether or not to put them into JXE'&ctice. 
A one-page letter eccaapenied the two forms explaining the purpose 
of the aUl"fty and asking tor cooperation in the project. ''!he letter conta1ne l 
e fev lines ot reccmaendat1an by the Chairman ot the Department ot Sociology 
es a quotation and was sign.ed 'by the writer. A cow ot this letter can be 
seen at the end in the appendices. A follow-up envelope and a follow-up 
letter were sent to encourage returns., and 1n sane eases a personal letter 
was added to determine whether the graduate intended to send 1n the return 
or not. The ccajleted forms were received, tabulated 1 and analJzed with 
regard to quantit~ive and qualitative features. 
A total ot fifty-tour people returned Form I and the aaae nll!lber 
returned Porm II. But since one returned the latter bl.enk1 considertng it 
too personal, the n..,,r changes to titt7-tbree. A return ot 72 per cent 
\ 
\ 
is good when cmpared ..ts.th most of the SU1"'N7 returns. A stud7 b7 Ronald 
B. Walker ot the Io"la Undergraduates receiving the B.A. 1n Pqeholoo 
for the ,_ars 1?57•19fila. received a 60 per cent return and the aame amount 
' was received in the 8'11117 b7 Dr. Joseph P. Mundt an the l.oJola Undergradutes 
receiving the B.A. 1n Spciology. Medina managed to get a high 83 per cent 
in the mentioned dis~t1on. The Pl:'incipal exPlanat1on tor the bulk ot 
no-returns Zl.ies in the tact that several could not be traced since ot the 
21 non·r~ulPoDAents 14 lived abroad and 11 of tha wre of foreign nsticmal• 
I 
' 
it7. ~:veral envelopes ~ returned with the notation, •moved, left no 
addrestl." There were twlw 8UCh cases. Sibley in his survey dist1nguished 
between the Gross and Net Reapan~ Rates. According to tbat, the net 
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response tor this stud7 would be ot 84 per cent, which is comparable to 
MediDB's figure. Sible7 in his national surve7 had a gross response ot 72 
per cent tor Ph.I>.'s and a 59.7 per cent for M.A.'s; a net response ot 
5 74.6 per cent from Ph.J>.'s and a 74.2 per cent from M.A.•s. Contrar)" to 
expectet1on1 several ot the clerical or religious order personnel tailed to 
return the questionnaire. One ot thelrl in ~· personal letter gave aa reason 
for not answring: "Catholic School situations, at the present time, are 
very- tenuous •••• the intormation would be ot no use to 70u, since it would 
be inAlccurate." The possible threat involved in Form lI Where e critical 
rating ot training received and f'inancial data wre requested, may have in• 
tluenced some not to respond. One who retuaed to complete that f'orm remark• 
ed that "some questions are too personal." 
Plsn !?.( A:nalz!1s.-- The analysis will c:cm.slat in reporting findings from the 
respan.dents. First, the atud.7 will deal with personal and professional 
character1atica, using data and presenting them in trequenc7 distributions. 
Descriptive atetistica and some croas-classl!'ications, where the7 are called 
tor b7 the data, will be used. 
Regarding data from Form II, where quest tons are open-ended 1 the7 will 
necessitate a more qualitative ana~sis approach b7 categorization ot 
answers given, and not mereq simple statistical descriptions. The areas 
covered will be those that were overstressed or understressed. 
CB.AP.mt III 
PERSONAL AND PRC»'ISSIONAL CHARACi'ERI8rICS 
Figure I shows the distribution of M.A. and Ph.D. degrees awarded for 
the thirteen-year period under consideration. The peak years for M.A. were 
1961 and 1962 and again 1n 1967 end 1968. The slow start in Ph.D. degrees 
1n 1964 remained steady and judging tram the nmber of current aspirants, 
thirteen of them, the prospect is bright for the f'uture. In the table pre-
sented by Sibley covering the period 1950 to 19601 Loyola obviously was 
listed with other seven universities with no Ph.D. degrees conferred at 
that time. According to htm.1 the mean annual number of Ph.D. degrees per 
institution tor the period 1950-56 was ot 2.7. In that case Loyola would 
tall short by 0. 7 fer the period l96Jf.-67. One cannot make much out of that 
considering what Phillip Gleason sa79 ot Catholic Universities 1n general: 
"Graduate work on the doctoral level is hardly older than ,esterday in 
Catholic Universities. "1 
'fable One which g1Tes the frequency distribution ot Ph.D. and M.A. 
graduates 1n sociology at Loyola, shows the growth of the sociology Depart-
mnt. That growth doe a not appear completely regular aver the years 1 but 
with certain ups end downs vhich can be observed clearly in the frequency 
pol.7gon. (Figure Ia) The years 1956 to 1960 are similar in that they are 
characterized by low frequencies; so that they can be lab elect the first phase 
l 
Robert Hassenger, ~ ~~ 2'. Catholic Education (Chicago, lll.: 
University of Chicego Press, 19 7 , p. 43. 
- 20 .. 
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The years 1961 to 1964 present a rather compact group of 34 graduates with 
an average of more than eight graduates per year. That phase ot consolida-
tion bore its fruit with the first two Ph.D. degrees awarded in February, 
1964. The Department ot SoeiolOQ bad inaugurated a Doctoral program in 
September, 1960. Fi.nally, the ,ears 1965 to 1968 with two consecutiw years 
with the highest number of graduates bear witness to the stability of the 
Sociology Department. 
TABLI l 
FRmt.r:ENCY DIS'l"RIBU'rION CF PR.D. AND M.A. ORADUATES IN SOCIOLOGY 
AT ID!'OLA tJNIVBRSl"l'I F<R THE PERIOD 1956 - 1968 
Year Number Year Number 
1956 2 1963 7 
1957 l 1964 9 
1958 3 1965 4 
1959 4 1966 5 
1960 3 1967 11 
1961 10 1968 11 
1962 8 
Total 78 
The growth envisaged in Table One is better brought out in the histo-
gram and 1n the f'requenc7 polnon. In the histogram one may observe hov the 
bunching of higher t"reqwmc1ea increases over the years; and the three 
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phases of growth appear as three dU"ferent blocks seen in longitudinal 
perspective. The trequenc:v Po~ makes still clearer the tb:ree phases 
indicated. The tendenc:v of the curve in each of the three phases is clearly 
upwards. In the first phase it does not rise much; in the second phase 
the curve in spite of the slight downward trend stands high enough 1 and 
again 1n the third phase it rises above ell previous heights. 
other specific reasons tor that growth may crop up as we consider the 
different cheracteriatics of the sociology graduate at Lo70l.s. 
Se! Ratip. Medina noted a marked shift in the sex ratio of graduate degree 
recipients over the )'ears in the I.o,ola Ps7chology Department. Table n 
gives detailed in:tormatian regarding the sex ratio over the yearR for the 
sociology graduate. Figure II shows the sex ratio of the graduates 1n 
sociology over the years in a graphic manner. From :1.t one can understand 
better the general growth at the Department ot Sociology. Namely, the Depart 
ment ot Sociology owes mainly its growth to the male element 1n the second 
pbaae 1 while it is shared b)" both 1n the first and third phase·The average 
ratio of male to female graduates is of 1.12 and 1.38 respectively; in the 
second phase it is of 2.09. 
Considering all degree recipients, men have received 61.5 per cent of 
ell degrees end wamen. 38.5 per cent. 'laking into account tba respondents 
only, al.moat the same percentage obtains: 64.8 per cent ot the degrees go 
to men and 35.2 per cent to women. fhese numbers are s1m1lar to the natian• 
al female proportion, since Sible,- f'olmd that 32 per cent ot Masters' degrees 
were conferred on W<Uen. 
RelWgus. American Catholic 1Ul1vers1t1es are specially f'ed by a large con-
tingent of clergymen and religious women. The impact of secularizattan has 
FL~Ul . .;:.. 11: ~-lex l-.at:~o of Loynla G;_·aduate Degree Lecipients 1956-1968 
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Year 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
l~ 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
Totals 
Note: 
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TABLE 2 
ADVANCBD DB'JRD RB:IPmTS m SOCIOLOGY 
AT LOYOJA UHIV.rlm81'l'l'1 1956-19681 B!' SEX. 
Total Male 
2 1 
2 1 
4 3 
4 1 
3 2 
10 8 
8 6 
7 6 
9 3 
4 3 
5 l 
ll 8 
ll 6 
80 49 
Female 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
2 
2 
1 
6 
l 
4 
3 
5 
31 
r.n order to arrive et a aex ratio the two zero trequ.enctea, one tor 
male and the other tar female have been replaced b7 one. The zero frequen.c7 
for male is ot 19571 for female ot 1958. Hence 1 the grand total 111 80 and 
not 78. 
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not markedly diminished the nl.llbers of religious for the :years studied, 
although the tendency to attend secular universities begins to be noted. 
Clergy and religious share 61.l per cent of e.11 the degrees conferred; the 
proportion is reversed in the ease of Ph.J>.'s taken separately, name].J' five 
to three or 62.5 per cent go to laJmen. On the whole, 38.9 per cent wre 
religious men, 25.9 per cent were la,men, 22.3 per cent religious vmen and 
12.9 per cent laywaaen. 
Table 3 gives a relation of' the n\lnbers of religious and laJmen tor 
each year. In the first five Je&ra cmly two la,men f'tgure in it. The inf'lu-
ence ot the laymen 1n the govth ot the Department ot Sociology tor the sec• _ 
ond and third phase can be seen tram the frequency polygon in Figure III. 
The two cu.rves indicate that the growth ot the Department is ahared by both 
religious and la1J18?1. The variations ot the curve are irregular, hence no 
definite pattern or growth can be traced an that score. 
!&!.• Fraa the individuals specifJing the year of' birth it is found that 
present age rrmges trcm 25 to 58 ,ears old. Although the period of stud7 
covers only thirteen 19ars there is a dif'terence of' 33 19ars between the 
70ungest and the oldest. This fact is quite understandable when on.e can.-
aiders that tor the period in this study it was common for religious to 
pursue higher studies onl.7 after finishing seminary training. In fact, 
the one born in 1911 happens to be a priest. No apecif'ic results can be 
given regarding the years intenening between the M.A. and the Ph.:O. since 
only one gave such information. Again, no definite canparison can be es-
tablished between the age ot the religious and la~, because Fo:rm II of 
the questionnaire was an~. The age of the graduates according to sex 
is given 1n Table 4. 
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TABLE 3 
F~UENCY DmJ.'RI.BUTIC!l FOR (IW)UA!E DEGREE RJX:IPIERTS AT LO'fOI.A BY 
RELIGIOUS AND IAl'Mllf 
~ 
Year Religious Le;ymen Total 
1956 2 
-
2 
1957 l 
-
l 
1958 2 l 3 
1959 4 
-
4 
1960 2 1 3 
1961 6 4 10 
1962 6 2 8 
1963 5 2 7 
1964 5 4 9 
1965 2 2 4 
1966 3 2 5 
1967 7 4 11 
1968 6 5 11 
Total 51 27 78 
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Age 
- Years Male Graduates Female Graduates Tatel 
20-24 
- -
... 
25-29 4 2 6 
30-34 11 3 14 
35-39 11 5 16 
40 & owr 1 9 16 
No answer: 2 
Totals 35 19 54 
Natianality. It is interesting to see the contrast 1n foreign citizenship 
between the Department at Pqchologr tor the period 1930-1954 wen onl.7 two 
graduates out Of the 121 gradtetes happened to be foreigners, and the Depart• 
ment at Sociologr where there were 24 foreign graduates in the period at 
thirteen years and out ot 78 graduates. Rosenbau,pt f'01md that tor the 
atter"""81" period u;p to 1956, the foreign population 1n the Political Science 
2 
Department, Which includes Soctoloa, was 23.5 percent. No doubt the 
number of foreign students ts rather remarkable. 
Figure IV brings out the relationship between the nmber or u.s. 
citizen graduates and foreign graduates. In the first five ,ears there are 
2a:ana RosenhauPt, Graduate §!;!dents !xe!rwce !t Columbia University, 
12!2.-1:.22§. (Kev York: Columbia University Press, i95lJ) 1 p. 119. :1.i. This 
classittcat:f.on • Political Science Department including SociolOQ' • is rather 
unusual. 
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two foreign students. In the second and third phases the curve shows that 
when the nmbers of u.s. citizens decreases, that of foreign graduates in-
creases forming e criss-cross zig-zag. The foreign population has given a 
good support to the growth ot the Department of Socioloa. 
Onl.J' eleven foreigners in the present stud7 answered the questionnaire. 
The countries to which the7 belcmg are mentioned in Table 5., vhich deals 
with current locations of the graduates. 
Mari't!l status. When one ccm.siders the marital status of the graduates in 
this stud7, the 33 single religious are b7 their status out ot consideration. 
Of' the 21 la7 respandents, 13 wre married and 8 were single. 
GeoS"'Rbic I.ocation. The var1et7 mentioned in point ot nationality appears 
~ 
again when we consider the current location ot our population. A little 
more than one-titth or 22.2 per cent li'ftd in the Chicago vicinity, 18.5 
per cent elaewbere 1n the State ot Illinois, including same 1n Chicago 
suburbs. ~ rest were spNad out :ln ten other states and 1n eleven dUf'eren 
countries, as can be seen from Table 5. 
Aeade1,c stat:ss. Question 21 asked whether the M.A. graduate intended 
going on for the PhJ). or was actually so engaged! (Since "going on" is not, 
ot course 1 a matter of a person's "intention" alone - depending es it does 
upon a department's v1Uingness to accept a. doctoral applicant •the ques-
tion was rather unrealistic.) Table 6 gives the details bearing 1n mind the 
current position of the respondent. 
Sibley's figures show that 56.li. per cent ot the M.A. 's respondents 
were not going on tor the Ph.D., the reasons, according to th.em, being 
loss ot interest 1n Sociology, considering the PhJ). 1n Soctoloa unneces-
sary' in their chosen vocation, and a tew other miscellaneous reasons like 
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GBOORAPB'.lC Ia!ATIOB or Uf!.01./4. <EADUAS mnum HOL'Dlm8 
A'l ~ 'l!IMlil C8 &mVJr.l 1 1969 
Location Bespan.dent1 lfon-Reapondents 
-
Cb.1cago 12 .. 
Illinois (other than Chi::r) 10 
-u.sJ ... (No current adareaa 
-
1 
Ohio 5 .. Wiscona:tn 4 .. 
:tndiams 2 • 
Masaachussetts 2 • 
M1eeour1 2 • 
Washington D.C • 2 
-Michipn 
-
1 
Minnesota 
-
1: 
Maryl.and l 
-North Carolina 1 .. 
New York 1 .. 
P'tmn¢ 'V£1.nia 1 .. 
Bolina l • 
Canada 1 .. 
Jmgl.en4 l 
-lndia l 6 
Ireland l l 
Japan 
-
It: 
Bepal l .. 
Peru. l 
-Philippines 1 .. 
South Tiet-I'• l 
-Spain J; 
-Switzerl.a.n.d 
-
1-
!anzan1a l 
-
!otal 5Ji. 21 
Notes 
Total 
12 
10 
7 
5 
4 
2 
2 
2 
2 
l 
1 
l 
l 
1 
l 
1 
l 
l 
7 
2 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
l 
l 
1 
75 
!'hi dutereace betwen the D.ll!lber of 81"84•te degree holders, TS, and 
the mnber 1D. 1ihl• table, 75, 1• due to the fact that three of tbm received 
both the M.A• and the Ph.D. degree tram lo70la. 
I 
- ~'"i:::.l"'l'Stiy I 
~,~l3RARY 
~----'"' 
Yes 
No 
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irABLE 6 
NUMBlll* CF GRADUATES Wl!rH INTENT TO PURSUB TD DOOTORATE 
BY CURRl!R OCCUPATION 
Currentl.7 :1n Sociological Currentl.7 :1n Non-SOCiological 
Pos1t1cm. Position 
14 2 
13 8 
Undecided 2 7 
Totals 29 17 
*Note: 
~ other 8 respondents are those who have alread7 the Ph.D. 
health, tamU7 reapona1bil1t1es and finances. In this etud7 the propartion 
is sanaewbat lower since 45.6 per cent viewed their M.A. es tentnal. 
For those going on tor the doctorate, 5 stated that LoJola would be 
the 1utitllt1on confer.ring the degree, 2 expected the degree :f'rom the Uni• 
versit7 ot Chicago 1 one :f'rom each of the f'ollov:1ng universities a Madrid 1n 
Spain, Northern Illinois, Massachusetts, Wayne &hate Un1verait7, Harvard, 
McMaster, Northwestern, and two were undecided as to what institution the7 
would apply. With respect to the tour prerequisites to the doctorate at 
Iayola1 that is, course requirements, languages, 41snrtat1on outline and 
final oral e'Xllm1nat1on, one bad completed all tour, five bad done the 
language, four had t1nished both the course and language requirements 1 one 
the dissertation outline, one both the language and oral e:xmaination, and 
- -
one had done only the oral eDm1net1on. A candidate after finishing the 
courses decided not to continue tor the doctorate. 
Excepting the two with completed course work, the number of courses 
carrpleted ranged f'rom 3 to 8 which applied to six grat.uates. 
Two kinds ot graduates are toun.d among those not intending to pursue 
a doctorate. ~ose who are 1n a teaching :position, mainly at the high school 
level, wou.ld seem to have enough with the Master's degree; those who are 
not 1n a sociological :position vould not require a higher degree in sociology 
Or~duate Bas!Eo!Rd• Question lT aslm4 the graduate to state the highest 
professional or academic degree received. '!hat degree happened to be the 
one each one had reeetnd 1n aociolog. Wine respondents indicated lower 
degrees than Master's (sic) and the colleges vhere they graduated from. In 
retrospect this question did not 71eld its proportional share ot :lnf'ormation 
end, as such, is a needless qu.ation. 
Question 23 and 24 tried to find out vbare graduate course vork had 
been taken • vbetb.er at LoJ'ole Univers1t7 ~ or at some other universit,.. 
Twnt7 sh: had done all their course vork at !..oJ'ola. One aJUMtred in the 
negat1Ye 1 ;yet did not mention the other universit7 attenC!ed. Tvent7 respond• 
1ng in the negative mentiorutd the place or places attended, since some atten-
ded more than one un1vers1t7. Seven did not answer either question. 
The names ot the universities, other then LoJ'ola, attended b7 the 
graduates for course wrk is given 1n Table 7. 
Pfotessional Atti;liaticm.s. A common feature of the professional sociologist 
is membership 1n the parent body, the American Sociological Association. A 
rather large number of graduates do not belong to eny professional organiza-
tions: twnt7-three of them or 42 .6 per cent. The difficulty in tracing 
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TABLE 7 
msr.rI'l'tl'.rIONS O'?HER ~ UJ'lOLA A'l1'.l!ENDED BY GRADUA'fES 
FOR COtmSI wauc IN SOCIOLOGY 
In.st it lit ion 
University of Chicago 
Northwestern University 
St. Louis University 
Gregorian University (Rome) 
De Paul University 
The Catholic Un1vers1't7 of America 
Columbia University 
Fordham University 
ta Sorbomle (Paris) 
McMester Universit7 
Massaehussetts University 
state College ot Arkansas 
University of Illinois 
University of Southern California 
Wayne state University 
No. of Graduates 
Attending 
5 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
l 
l 
l 
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addresses ot non-respondents was previously noted, since their names do not 
appear in the Directory published ~ the A .s.A. Table 8 seems to give an 
explanation for not belonging to the A.S.A., namely, their nan-sociological 
position. Besides, from among those in a nociological pasition, seven ere 
high school teachlrrs and six social workers. Among these :tour belong to 
some other trofessionel associations. It is good to remark that, on the 
whole, proportionstel;y there are as man;y foreigners es Americans not belong-
ing to the A.S.A. • 5 foreigners and 24 Americans. The fUrther cross-class-
Uicatton ot memberehtp in the A.S.A. b;y foreigner and native has not been 
:Included in the present text. All the PhJ).•s belong to the A.s.A. 
NUMBER OF GRADUATES CLAIMING MDIBERSHIP IN THE AMmIC.AU 
SOOIOU>OICAL ASSOCIATIOB Bl' CURRJlr.tl OCCUPA!ION 
Current~ in Ourrentq in 
Sociological Non-Sociological 
Position Position 
A.S.A. Members 24 l 
A .s.A. Non-Membere 13 16 
Tot8l 37 17 
Total 
25 
The number of organizetions and societies Joined b;y the graduate• 
varied from none to as maD7 es sis in one instance and five in several in-
stances. The canmon pet tern vas set by membership both in the American 
Sociological Association and 1n the American eatholic Sociological Society. 
Detailed information is given in Table 9. 
!ABLi 9 
PRc»'ISSmNAL a>cIOIOGlCAI. AFl'ILJ'ATICBS OF QlADUATB Dl!DUIB 
RJCIPDN'?S FROM U>IOlA UNIVJBSM m soomx.oar, AS at 1969. 
Name at .Aasociaticm. Ho. of' memberships 
American Sociological Asaociation 25 
Amer1can Catholic Soeiologieal Soc1ft7 20 
SoeietJ' tor ScientU!c st\147 ot BeU.gicm. 3 
Midwest Soe1olog1.cal Socs.ny 3 
lll1no1e Sociological Aaaociatian. 2 
American Acaden17 ot Political and Social Science 2 
American Anthropological Aaociaticm. l 
American Soctet7 ot crtm1aol.oa l 
Amariam lccmcaic Aaaociat1an l 
Cema4ta. Soeiological Soctn;r 1 
Wiaecuin Sociological Soc:tet7 1 
Soc1et7 tor st~ ot Social Problema l 
1.nduatrial Relations Reaearch Aaeoc1at1on l 
lfat1onal Catholic Soc:l.al Action Conference l 
Batton.al. Aasociaticm ot Intergrou;p Ilel.aticm.a otticials 1 
Motes 
A number ot non•aoeiolog1cal orgazd.zat1ona were mentioned, ncme with more 
than. a stngle :rwpreaentatiw. !Cbeae tncluded aocinies in the fields ot 
education, ~hol0S7, lav end llm.gUap. 
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The range of interests exemplified by the diversified organizations 
reflects the specialized activities of sociologists 1n general end the par-
ticular field of each graduate. In spite of the large number of religious 
greduates onl:y three / two reltgtous and e laymen, seem to belong to the 
Society for the ScientU1e stud.7 of Religion. Five ot the ten listed organ-
izations in the questionnaire wre absent from any listing. '!bey were: 
American statistical Association, Population Association ot America 1 Rural 
Sociological Society, American Auoc1ation for the Advancement ot Science, 
and Political Science Association. !he study at the ps)"Chologist tran Lo7-
ol.8 by Medina revealed that 62.5 per cent were not members of the parent 
organization 1n the field. Excluding foreigners, the sociologtst f'rom 
Loyola fares better since onl7 44 .2 per cent do not claim membership in the 
American Sociological Association. All ot them are M.A. degree recipients 1 
vhich gives a 52.1 per cent of the M.A. group • 
.An.other surprising finding is that onl7 one foreigner claims member-
ship 1n his national association of socioloa. ls it that the science of 
soc1oloa haa not yet developed 1n those cmmtriesf Also, very fn ot the 
residents of nu.nots have Joined the atate eaaoc1at1on. 
A.S,A. and Mqbersh1p FW)Ction. Among the members of the A.SJ.. eleven are 
Associate Members, six are Fellows, three an student members, two Actift 
members, and one Foreign Associate Member. A total of f'ive declare having 
served 1n dUf'erent cC111111ttees at d1f'terent times in the ca:paeit7 of co-
ch81rman, secretary, on the Executive Boerd ar Committee at the national 
level, and one at the state level. 
Journal Subscripttons. The reason tar inquiring about which journals 
the graduate recipients subscribe to is given 1n a precise manner by Medina: 
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Whether ar not there is a direct relationship 
between the 1nd1v1duel's professional status 
and hie acqua1n:tance vith current research 
es published 1n the many professional journals 
is still a t•irl.7 open question. Presumab17 
there is SOilll? correlation here; bu:t to ask 
people what journals the7 read nearly elva79 
results :tn an unrealisticall.1 inf'l.ated picture 
with every person a veritable pillar of the 
publishing indu.st.tT. On the other hand, to 
ask people what J;llW>lications the7 subscribe to 
gives an unrealistic picture at the other ex-
treme 1 since man)" people have eccess to libra-
ries or 1nst1tut1cm. subscriptions. Presmebl71 
it a person receives a journal regularly he 111Ust 
reed at least a portion of it from time to 
time-et least his interest :tn the general sub- 3 ject matter is evinced or he would not subscribe. 
In this study a marked correlation between membership and subscriptions 
in genera 1 is found : there are 29 non-members of the A .s .A. end 28 do not 
receive any journal vbstsoever, 21 being both non-members and non-subscribers 
It appears that the total nmber o'f subscriptions 1n this group·-71 
subscriptions to 28 journals--1s rather low. Yet, sinee Jll8ll1" religious me7 
heve considered jour:ne1a received b7 the c01DD1mit7 tar camuon use not to be 
mentioned, ane cannot Judge whether they read tllera or not. On the other 
hand, some members of religious orders and the eleria mention subscribing 
to Journals as personal copies and onl.J' one refers to the subscription. ot 
eight journals es made b7 his institution. 
Publimetions and Presentations. There has been a good deal written in 
various sources lamenting the relative unaVAilebilit7 of M.A. and Ph.D. 
thesis research to the professional public. The arguriient runs to the effect 
that where a good deal of prod,.1Ctive J.ebar has been expended on a meaningful 
stud71 such efforts should not be lef't to gather dust in Graduate School 
3t4edtne, p. 4o. 
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!ABli: 10 
PROJ'ESSIOBAL AID WlUllD JOURNALS RlllUURJ'Z BJmIVID 
BI LOrOJ'A GRADUA!IS, 1969 
Journal Title No. of Subscriber• 
The Ametj.ey Jsm£A!1 91 Socioloq; 
SociQAsc!l Rf!YM!v 
Sgs'9J.M1eal 'iuarHrlY 
89srw\9G£a.Js An!lzei• 
§.!R&glog&cal Ip.qWX 
@sc1S!!!!S7 
82c1al rcn11 
§os1o19Q.ca;i. A~"9'Nfia 
1f'!D!!A ts£. ma Sc¥1tu11 nmz 2t •1w• 
@Actowx szt. a.ua,&sa 
§9s1ol.m !Bi sacai, l!!ftl'Ch 
D!da\W! 
!gs~ !fl?.& 
ll 
8 
6 
6 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
l 
""Iii It Agtgicg l\sadsr 2t M&t&al !BA SSS1al @sHDs! l 
Sgs:W Mw:•i'9P l 
SocMJa l's:n;bglgq 1 
~m i 
8gs:kbC91Pf8 l 
Jou:gel gt. J;Gsgroup R9l.!1(p.a l 
Cfl!NUU RvJtw 2'. Sggiol,9& !A4. J\:Ehrq:R9la& l 
JOUl'!181 'J!itle 
lfBilx 
~Ml! 
le!. 54. Sop.kW leJ!Ull 
Note: 
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fABUI 10 • Continued 
No. of Subscribers 
l 
l 
l 
One graduate mentiou 3 Atrlcan Journals: ,...., A££1an JSDID!!J. Adult 
lcJMlt&cP an4 ~-!a'~· ===-· 
shelws or U.brer1es, but should either be adapted to journal form or else 
connitted to microfilm tor eaae in lending. The dU'ficult7 1n publication 
of a thesis lies in the tact that the prevailing journal standards demand 
the task of recasting cme'a findings, Which may demand. in its turn a nev 
effort not necessar:t.17 dul,y rewarded. Medina en.meretes tour possible 
reason.a for nan-publication: inabilit7 to cut out a single phrase of his 
own deathless prose, a tear that such additional labor will onl7 meet with 
a publisher's curt rejection, or worse 19t, an adverse judgment by his 
peers, or perhaps aSmply a lack of interest in this phaae of professional 
4 
lite. 
In the 1940' s Swann '?. Herding bad this to se7 regarding pubU.cations: 
While the publications of scientists 
approach in number the publications at 
professional writers, m8D7 of the articles 
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of' the former might well remain un-
published. Exceasi'Ve writing on the part 
ot scientists reaulte in inf'erior articles 
which are :poor17 written and make no sig-
nificant contribution to science.5 
The operation of a central editorial bureau which would determine which 
articles should be made available is suggested by him. This bureau would 
also assume responsibility for the abstracts. 
As D. Knudsen and T. R. Vaughan recently stated, the unique importance 
in the case ot publications lies 1n the tact that "one objective index of 
acadelllic quality is the departmental publication record. Publications in 
leading journals are 1n acne degree a measure of both productivity and 
6 
q,uality, two of the f'acta.ra upon which the status of &D:J' department depends." 
Regarding publication of the thesis or dissertation articles, there 
are forty-tour without publication and ten already published. ot these 
seven are dissertatians and three theses. Regarding other publications, 
four more names are added making a total of fourteen. Four of these happened 
to haw published non-professional articles in the shape of popul.m'izations 
tor non-profession.el readers, pamphlets and film-strips. Two did not give 
e detailed accomt ot their publications because they were too nmerous or 
various, and the range ot the others varied from one article in f'our cases, 
two in one case, eight in two caaes and one with twenty publications. The 
list of professional journals 1n which they published is the following: 
Soc1o\gg1ca\ AnaJ.n&s 1 Jourp!J& of Research 1n Cr&!! apd Del1nguecz, tb!. 
5T. Swann Harding, "The Sad Estate of Scientific Publieat1cm1" 
.Ametiean Jmvnal gt, Sociolos71 Vol. 47 No. 4 (January, 1911-2) / p. 593. 
6nean D. Knudsen and Ted R. Vaughan, "~11ty in Oraduate Education: 
A Re-evaluation of the Rankings ot Sociologr Departments in the Carter Repori: 
k Americ9 Sociolojd.st, Vol. 4, No. l (Pebrur71 1969), p. 12. 
Urk!,p. Review, Jesuit ld5atiopl SJ!rterlY, F,ed~al Probation, Am@riea, ~ 
Modem. Schoc>@AA• Saturday Bnptpg Poat, Prmccion, ~p.alee de §2!.jiolesa, 
New Ym:k: It Play Research. Se£Yic.! §9c'8l dye J,e !1cm4e, /g!ericp Jo!n!l 
of' Correctians, Research Re:ee.a_, !he Uaiversitr ot Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 
Phzloa• The West Indiap Med1qal Jmnal. Naticm!l Jogrpal ot Medical Assocta• 
tion, 8.Rs1al Science !J?4 Medic&PJh JctS"Ml ot fs!r1can Colle&! of Dentists, 
JoU1"!181 of Dental Bdp.sat&oa. 
ICnudsen and Vaughan have presented a table v1th rank orders of Socio-
loa Oraduate Departments based on trequenc7 of publications by recent 
graduates, 1960-1964. The qualit7 ot the Department is gauged from its 
rank. On.17 tort7•s1x degree-granting institutions that granted ten or more 
Ph.D.'s 1n aocioloa during the period 1955 to 1964 were included. Lo,ola 
could not be included. Since all but cme of the LoJ'ola Ph.D. group 1n this 
stud7 can boast ot some publication and ot having publ:tahed portions of their 
dissertations, one can deduce that an that acore the Loyola Ph.D. group tares 
well 1n the profess:l.ona.l warlcl ot publications. 
Presentations before J;Wrotesaianal groups are not man7. Nine claim 
to have appeared before the tol.l.owSng asaoc1at1ons1 Adlai stevenson Inst1· 
tu:t;e ot Internatianal Attafzs, Philippine College of Commerce, American 
Catholic Sociological Soctet7, J'ranciscan Educational Conference 1 and various 
groups referred to in a vague 118lmel'. 
Research Grants. Mare and mo.re tunda are available tar reaearch 1n modern 
soctet7. While the Department ot Psycholoa had onl7 tour research awards 
1n a period of twent7..f'ive )'ear& up to 1954 in a. population ot ninet7-six1 
the Department o't Sociology can boast ot fourteen such awards from private 
and public agencies 1n the l.aat thirteen ,ears and 1n a population ot tut7-
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four only; which means e proportionate sevenfold increase. 'l!wo grants 
wre 1n the form of assistantships, one as a summer fellowship and the rest 
were tlmda allotted to research work. The agencies contributing the grants 
are listed 1n Table 11. 
TABL'I 11 
Lifl1' CF AGBNCIES COl'l'RIBU!IHG GRANTS FOR RESEARCH 
'rO SE l'.DYOLA OBADUATES. 
Up.tvea.:s1tz and Qgy!rpment 
1. loyola University 
2. Northwestern Comnnmity tor Croas-tlation.al studies 
3. t1 .s. Equal lmplo,ment Oppcn-tmit7 Coamnmity 
4. McMaster University 
5. Nation.al Institute ot Health (two) 
6. Catholic Universtt7 of America 
7. Marquette University 
8. U:twis College 
Private Assnc1es 
1. Weston Laboratory Inc. 
2. IBM Corporation of Spain and SEAT Automaker Cooipany. 
3. Board of Social Concerns of the Methodist Church 
4. Archdiocese of Chicago 
5. Russell Sage Fotmdation 
6. ConseJo Superior de Investigeeianes C1ent1t1cas. 
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Current Research Activity. Since research is generally conceded to be one 
of the primary f'l.metians of a sociologist, 1t is ill.Portent to discover 
what the graduates are doing 1n the way of research. Sibley 1n his national 
survey got e completely d1tterent ensver fran the M.A.' s and :f'ran the Ph.D.' s 
While only thirty-seven per cent ot the M.A.' s 1n general, whether terminal 
or non-terminal, had reaearch as ir:tma:ry emploJDlent, eight7-tiw per cent of 
all Ph.D.' s had research •• pr:faarJ' employment. 
Jn this study, besides the graduates currently engaged in research 
activ1t7, there are t1w more graduates who receive grants for research. 
All five are M.A.'s and four ot them are enga.ged 1n dissertation research 
and :ln private research. !he vartet7 of research can be gauged tram the 
following them.es or areas: Sociology- textbook, Sociology- of Religion, 
Ideologies of Civil Disobedience, Assimilation of M1norit7 fthnic Group 
into .American Society, Medical Sociology, Concept ot Participation in Demo-
cratic Process, Organizational Research, Urban-rural Continuum, Socio-econo-
mic Surveya, Sociological AnalJ'SiS of Careers, Youth Attitudes 1 Ana]Jraia ot 
Fair Housing Laws, High School, Social Class of Madrid Universit7 students, 
and lion-verbal end Out-of-awareness (sic) Communication in the Ghetto. 
At the suggestion of a statf-member1 question 40 1n this stud7 asked 
the respondents to rank on a cm.e-to•:tive scale their dif'f'erent roles as 
sociologists. ot the eight Ph.D. 1s 1 one did not answer the question, one 
considered Esaa7-lfrit1ng, three had Teaching and three had Research aa the 
pr1marJ' role of the sociologist. The details about the ranking attributed 
'bJ' the gradue.tes to five major roles of the sociologist are provided b7 
'?able 12. The wight given by the graduates to teaching and research as 
primary roles of the sociologist stands out rather clearl7 tram tlhe rankings 
given in Table 12. Besides, the rankings given to Contributing Service or 
Expertise relegate to fourth and f'ifth place the other tvo roles of Social 
Activism and Bsssy-\olriting. 
TABliS 12 
THE RANKING CF THE MAJOR ROI.aS ~ THE SOCIOLOG:tar ACC<EDD'G !O TD 
GRADUATES IN' SOCIOU>GI A'! lmOIA UNIV'!ftSrl'Y • 
. ,, 
.. , 
', 
·• ..... 
Teaching · Research Sod.al Bsaa7- Contributing other 
Act1rtsm Writing Service 
lat Rank 23 18 4 l 5 l 
2nd 16 19 7 2 5 
-
3rd 6 8 7 5 20 
-
4th 3 2 10 18 11 
-
5th 
-
2 17 16 5 2 
6th 
-
.. 1 
- -
2 
Totals 48 49 46 42 46 5 
Note: 
" Tota 
52 
49 
46 
44 
42 
3 
Two did not answer the question and as ma.J17 as ten gave only partial 
en.avers, hence the difference 1n total numbers. 
Lengwage. Question 33 with its two divisions was designed to elicit the 
extent of u.ae and relative importance ot foreign languages to the graduates. 
The first pert ot the question was: "In the course ot your pt'Of'esaional 
duties and activities do you utilize or feel a need tor 8nJ' language or 
languages other than English!" Then a five point sub ective scale vas 
l 
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provided far the subject's res:ponse with regard to relettve frequency ot 
use. The :f'ive Points ~re labelled "Freqttently,'' "Fairly often,'' "Occa-
sionally,'' "Rare 1y 1:f' ever," and "Never." The second part specified which 
languages were used if needed. 
A total ot forty"'fline People answered the f'irst item; thirty-seven 
answered the second; f'our did not answer either. Table 13 shows the re-
sponses to the various categories of use. 
'l'ABI& 13 
EXTENT TO WHICH A F<llEION IABGUAGB IS l!MPU>YED 00 NEIDED 
IN '1'H.B COURSE <» P.RCl'BSSIONAL DU'.l'IES AND AC'l'IV?'.rIES 
Extent of use No. responding Per Cent 
Ph.D. M.A. 
"Frequent 17" l 6 12.9 
"Fair11' often" 3 5 14.8 
"Occasion.all.y" l 13 26.o 
"Rarely, 1:t ever" 3 7 18.5 
"Never" ... 10 18.5 
No answer: 
-
5 9.3 
Total: 8 46 100.0 
At first sight one would say that foreign languages ere of great use 
in the group since twenty-nine fall in the first three categories. Yet one 
must bear 1n mind that for many gradustes the foreign language was used as 
pert of de1:cy- life, since eleven of them were in a foreign country or vorked 
1n i"oreign-1.anguage speaking s..reas. Actuall3"1 only fifteen seemed to use 
the language for professional readings, nine occasionelly and six fairi,. 
often, judging from their position. 
The languages used in order ot importance were: French f<R' twent:r 
respondents 1 Spanish for nineteen, German for fifteen end one each Italian, 
Latin, Swahili, Hindi, Chinese, Filipino and Vietnamese. 
Berelson in his stud7 ot the Graduate School found that only twelve 
per cent of the Deans 'WOUld be 1n favor of cutting down on the foreign 
language requirement 1 while thirt3"-one per cent end th1rt7-n1ne per cent of 
the Facult7 and degree rec1p:lents1 respect1vel.7, favored cutting it down. 
Toda71 with the translation. qstem tor conterences and international research 
ava1lab1l1t7, one rareq finds himself handicapped tor lack ot important 
reaearch n~ awilable 1n English. 
Areas of Interest. ~uestion 16 in Form II asks the graduate to deaip.ate 
tha areas in the field of Sociology that hold pr1mfu.7'1 secondary or no 
interest far him. The respondent had Just to check the appropriate column. 
The range of choice of pritlary interest is from one area to ttve, there 
being a total ot 134 primary choices, with ttve abstentions 1 which gives 
an average ot 2. 7 areas of primary interest per person. Since only a small 
minority gave one choice only-1 one would conclude that the group is not 
inclined toward strict spec1alize.t1an.. Onq one case ot specialization in 
Medical Sociolog did not f'it into the areas provided far choice. 
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The eight proposet! areas for choice were taken from the standard 
division provided by tb.e A.S.A. survey in the field of Sociological Scilmce. 
The objective was to select topical headings as specific as possible to avoid 
undue overlap and yet be general enough to subs\l!le particularized interests. 
Table 14 lists these areas tOgether with the number of times each area 
was designated as primary, secondary or no interest choice. Besides, this 
researcher has added in the laet column an arbitrar11.T weighted choice-score 
1n vh1eh primary' interest is counted two points and secondary interest one 
point. This sm serves as a rough :Indicator or the relative valence or 
attraction which each area holds for the :Loyola graduates, and delineates 
the deacend:lng order ot topic-interest. 
TABI& 14 
AREA OF INTERESl' IN SOCIOLOG!' FOR IDtOIA GRADUA'r.BS 
Area Primsey Secandaey If one Weighted sum 8 
Social Organization 26 16 2 68 
Soeisl Problems :>4 16 64 
Social Psychol.og)" 22 19 3 63 
Social Change 21 19 4 61 
Rural-tJrban Sociology- 18 14 8 50 
Gen.era 1 '?heoey 13 20 8 46 
Methodology 7 24 8 38 ;\ 
l 
Demography '2 21 14 25 ~ \ ', l 
a . 
.Arbitrarily "'eighted choice-score in which primary interest is counted 
two paints and secondaey interest one point. 
j,~ 
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The dislike tor certain areas or socioloa was manifested in the third 
choice indicating no interest. Table 10 shows that thirty-tvo graduates 
indicated no dislike ar aversion at ell. Demography seems to be the most 
unpopular subject, since only two considered it of primary interest, while 
fourteen rejected it as ot no interest. Methodology was second in disin-
terest vi.th eight s.i.owing dislike and seven shaving primary interest 1n it. 
Both Methodology ead l>emograPh7 get a sort of ccopensation by leading es 
areas of secondary interest, the f'irat one with twnty-f'our choices end the 
other with twenty-one, the tvo highest 1n that column. 
Another striking feature, already hinted at \lb.en mentioning the range 
of primary interests, u that no single area takes a marked lead over the 
others, either tn Pl'imary or in secon.da17 interest. 'l'he highest primary 
interest choice goes to Social Organizations with 19.2 per cent choice, 
fol.loved 1Dlmed:tately b7 Social Problems, Social Pa~hologr end Social Change, 
vith 17.9, 16.4 and 15.7 per cent, respectively. 
CBAP'l'ER IV 
llCPLOYMENT AND FINANCIAL ASPliCTS CR THE IDYOLA SOCIOLOGIST 
As noted 1n the previous chapter 1 one respondent dee lined answering the 
questions 1n Form II; consequently 1 the respondents number 53 for the rest 
ot the thesis. or these 53 graduates returning the questionnaire, 37 were 
employed in a professional capacity as sociologists and 16 were in non-socio-
logical positions. 'l'hus, a little more than two-thirds or the graduates 1n 
the study have remained 1n the field for which they were trained. Incidentall: , 
these results are almost the same as those obtained in the study done by Medini 
regarding the psychologist tram Loyola. At the M.A. level, 30 out of the 46 
with the Master's degree (or 65.2 per cent) were 1n sociological positions, 
while 16 were not. All of the Ph.D. graduates were employed es sociologists. 
For the M.A. recipients 1n sociological Positions, 27 wre employed full 
time (35 to 40 hours a week average) and 3 were 1n pert-time Positions (less 
than 35 hours a week). ot the 16 M.A. 's in non-sociological Positions, only 
2 were employed pert-time; the other 14 carried full-time positions. All the 
7 Ph.D. 's were working 1n the field of sociology and carried full-time posi-
tions. Table 15 presents the date regarding the emplo11Dent of the Loyola 
graduates. 
Table 16 indicates the place or type of setting in which the graduates 
are employed. It will be noted that more than two-thirds of the sociologicall p 
employed work in university settings or schools below the college level. 
Once more there is a marked similarity between the psychologist and the 
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sociologist from Loyola. 
TABLE 15 
EMPU>YMIN'J.' <:R LOYOLA GRADUATES 
Sociological Positions Non-Sociological Positions 
Full-time Part-time Full-time Pert-time 
M.A.'s 'i!'( 3 14 2 
Ph.D. 's 7 
-
... 
-
Totals: 34 3 111. 2 
TABLE 16 
Pl:ACE C6' l!MPr..otMElft IN SOC IOLOGr FOR LOYOLA QRADUADS 
Place M.A. Ph.D. Total 
Universities and Colleges 17 7 24 
Schools other than Universities 
or colleges 10 
-
10 
Social Service 5 
-
5 
Research (:tor agency or private) 5 l ;' ','J 
Government l 
-
l 
No answers 8 
-
8 
Totals 46 8 54 
Sibley found slightly different results regarding M.A. holders. Thirty 
per cent of the M.A.' s were working in a universit7 setting compared to a 
31.5 per cent in this study. Sibley's findings regarding M.A. •s in other 
teaching and educational service were almost the same as in this study: 18 
per cent in the former and 18.2 per cent in the latter. These comperisons 
indicate that the sociologist tram Lo70la is much like other sociologist pro-
fessionals throlJlhout the count?'7• 
It is always a dif'ficult taak to find out the use one makes of the train· 
1ng received. Q.uestion 13 tried to probe this matter by asking whether the 
sociological training was involved 1n the actual occupation of the graduate. 
Only tour of the sixteen in a ncm-sociological occupation stated that their 
sociological training was not involved in their present occupation, even 
indirectly. These included a priest holding the Job of "minister" for the 
community, a registrar, a department coordinator in universities, and a 
peysical instructor. Two did not repl.71 one of them being a housewif'e and 
the other an economics student. Thia last one bas not y.t decided as to 
whether he should attempt to go on for the Ph.D. in sociology or not. In 
Medina's study an instructor of theology, e gradW1te in psychology ten ,ears 
ego, thought that his training in psychology had nothing to do with his pos-
ition; 1n this study two theology instructors thought their training in 
sociology was related, either directly or 1ndirectl7. We point out this 
discrepancy because in the writer's case, he was sent to take a Master's 
degree in sociology as preparation tor e teaching post in a major seminary. 
Finally, a social activist end one holding e correctional job considered their 
training es unrelated to their position. 
Distribution ot, Time in Job Functions. According to the data irovided by the 
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Bureau of Labor statistics in 1963, 60 per cent of ell professionals were 
working 35 to 47 hours per week, 27 per cent were working 48 or more hours 
l 
end 13 per cent from l to 34 hours. 
The gradW1tes were asked to indicate the motm.t of' time they spent in 
each of f'ive specified job f'tm.ctions, during the course of an average 40 
hour week. Space was also provided to indicate time spent in functions other 
than the five given. The five ftm.ctions listed were: Teaching (including 
preperetion); individual research or v1th assistant actively supervised by 
the respondent; advisory f'unction towards students preparing thesis or other 
research; testing and interviewing; administrative duties. To these, four 
more areas were added by the rea:pondents: cotm.seling, meetings, study, mostly 
in the case of Ph.D. candidates, and field work. Four did not reply to the 
question. 
The time spent in these functions was determined tar those whose jobs 
were primar111' sociological in nature as distinguished f'rom those not in the 
field. First of' el11 just the full-time people's responses were considered, 
since part-time people are usually much more restricted in the range ot aeti• 
vities they undertake in less than e whole week's time. The insignificant 
number of part-time people ere mentioned apart frcm the main goup. 
Of' the 34 people working full-time in sociological Jobs, 30 responded 
to the item. Overall, scercel7 any two people devoted the same smotm.t or time 
to the same areas; to be exact, only a Ph.D. and an M.A. happened to coincide 
with 20 hours devoted to teaching and 20 hours to research, and two Pb..D.'s 
and two M.A.• s with 40 hours of teaching effort. The resemblance in the group 
1 
Heneman1 p. 470. 
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could only be stated by ref erring to the similarity in teaching end research 
for the Ph.D.' s, with teaching and administrative duties consuming most of 
the time in the case of the M.A.•s. Taken as a group, the striking feature 
would be the greet disparity in emphasis f'ran person to person. '!'his is J.ust 
another way of saying that there is no really *typical" Loyola sociologist in 
terms ot the way time and effort ts spent. The range ot teaching hours ws 
from 5 to 40 and the administrative du.ties ranged from 2 to 40 hours. 
When the five major job functions ere considered, there is only one 
instance in which a graduate is active in ell five areas. Four instances 
appear of graduates active in four areas. On the other hand, except for the 
four bus7 with teaching loads only ( 13 per cent of the full-time people) 1 no 
other graduates are concerned exclusively with a single bread function to the 
exclusion ot the others. 'l'welve (40 per cent) of them are involved in two 
functions and the rest have three Job functions including either study or 
private work. 
The three part-time people in sociological positions were restricted to 
teaching and research. Two theology st.adents fell under this category. 
The average working load is considered to be 40 hours, yet it is inter-
esting to note that in the case ot M.A.'s eight respondents in full-time soc• 
iological go beyond that. One states that he devotes 55 hours per week to 
teaching duties; ons covers all f'ive Job functions 1n a 64-hour work week; 
45 hours per week are canmon to the rest. Considering the whole group, as 
Dl&Jll' aa fifteen mention working more then 40 hours. Table 17 presents the 
time distribution for the Loyola graduates in sociological positions. 
Hours: 
Teaching 
Individual Research 
Advisory Fimction 
Testing end Interviewing 
Ac'ha1n1stratian 
Meetings 
Counseling 
Attending Classes 
Field Work 
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TABLE 17 
DIS!'RIBtrfION \I TIME II PRCFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES FOR 
'l'HE FULL-'rlME m SOCIOLOGICAL POSl'.l'ION 
1-5 6-10 ll-15 16-20 21-25 26-30 
l 
- 3 4 3 4 
3 3 1 1 2 2 
5 2 
- - - -
4 
- - - - -
4 4 2 2 
- 3 
- - - - - -
l 1 
- - - -
-
l 
-
2 
- -
-
1 
- - - -
31-35 36-40 41-45 
4 5 1 
l ... 
-
- - -
- - -
-
1 
-
1 
- -
-
... 
-
... 3 
-
-
2 
-
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Occqpetion and Title. Questions 10 end ll of Form I asked the respondent to 
name their current occupation and the professional title describing it. 
Though not one hed given a full-time week to research, six respandents list 
research es their oecupetion. Two of these gave Research Associate as their 
title 1 the others leaving the answer blank. Table 18 gives occupations end 
Table 19 presents titles. 
TABLE 18 
OCCUPATION CF THE ADVANCED DEGREE RJ!CIPIEN'lS m SOCIOIDGY 
FR<JI U>YOIA UNIVERSITY 
Number of Graduates 
Occupation 
Ph.D. M.A. 
Teaching 6 27 
Research 2 4 
Social Worker 
- 3 
Chaplain - 3 
Student ... 3 
Director 
-
2 
Housewif'e 
-
l 
Administration 
-
1 
student and Teaching .. 1 
Education 
-
l 
Total 8 46 
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TABLE 19 
TI'l'LE OF POSr.t'ION HELD BY THE GRADUATES IN SOCIOLOGY 
FROM U>YOJ.A UNIVERSIT!' 
Number of Graduates 
Title 
Ph.D. M. A. 
Associate Professor 5 3 
Teacher 
-
8 
Instructor 
-
5 
Lecturer l 4 
Director (various) 
-
4 
Case Worker 
-
3 
Chairman of Department 
-
la. 
Research Associate 2 
-
Principal .. 2 
Chaplain 
-
l 
Teacher Counselor 
-
1 
Registrar 
-
l. 
Teaching Assistant .. 1 
Dean ot Students 
-
1 
Department Coordinator 
-
1 
No answrs 
-
8 
Totals 8 46 
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'l'he striking feature is the number of respandents involved in teaching 
(6 Ph.D.'s and 27 M.A.'a). Although most ot the time of the graduates was 
spent in teaching and administration, only one considers administration as 
an occupation. If one had to describe the typical graduate from Loyola, he 
would be a professional teacher, whether in universities, colleges, high 
schools or seminaries. A striking feet in this connection is that not one of 
the graduates ts connected with industry and business. 'l'bis tact has its 
importance from the point of view of f:tnancial gains, since the most reward 
positions a.re in industry and business as a rule. 
IBcaae. (tueation 49 in Form II read as tollovsi "If as a member of a reli• 
gious order you do not receive a aal.ar71 please, indicate the tact with a 
check mark here." On that account the rel1g1oua graduates -were excluded 
from consideration regarding annual incane. 
Table 20 shows the distribution of salaries tor the graduates employed 
full-time in Jobs ot a sociological nature. Additional sources of income 
are not taken separately', because only' a few gave inf'ormation and the amotmt 
given did not change the interval. 
But what ot the gE'Bduates who have left the field and ere working in 
other ereasT The tour gradutes who gave inf'ormetion about their annual 
income tall one in each of the following intervals: $12,500 and above 1 
$10,500-11,499; $8,500-9,499; $7,500-8,499. 
Income and Age. Becker found that education pa79 an 11 per cent return on 
2 investment. Glick and Miller bad projected the amounts 1n return for a 
"Lite-time" incooie according to degree ot education. According to that, the 
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fABLE 20 
ANNUAL SAIARY FOR IDYOIA GRADUATES EMPLOXED Ftn:.LJ?IME 
IN SOCIOIOOICAL POSITIONS 
Annual Income l'tlllber 
,' 
Pl; .• D. M.A. Total 
$121 500 and above l l 2 
$11,500-12,499 l l 
$10,500-11,499 l 2 3 
$ 9,500-10,499 l 4 5 
$ 8,500- 9,499 
-
l 1 
$ 7 ,500- 8,499 1 1 
$ less than 7 1500 4 4 
peak 19ars 1n earnings would be between 45 and 54 tor men. 3 S1ble7 found 
thet 1n his stud.7 according to the surve7 the peak 19ars tor highest earnings 
were to be folmd between 40 and 44 1 and between 55 and 64 es second place 1 
4 
and 45 to 54 1n third place. In this stud7, one cannot find 8n7 definite 
pattern between age and earnings. The figure $91500 is earned b7 two grad-
uates older than 401 by two grtduates 1n the bracket 35-391 and b7 one below 
30 ;years old. Higher incemea are spread ou:t from 30 19ars old to over 40. 
Field &Qd Income. When one examined hov the graduate spent his time in his 
3Paui c. Glick and Herman P. Miller, "Educational Level and Potential 
Income," American Socioloe;tca;t. Rertev ( 1956) 1 p. 308. 
4 Sible7, P• 53. 
profession, teaching, administrativn c.nd research, 1n that order, prevailed. 
In the light of income, research seems to take precedence over administrration 
as to give greeter earnings, except in the case of the one with a government 
administrative post. Very often administration is a responsibilit7 position 
and not necesaaril)" rewrded vith mone7. At the same t:tme one notes that 
teaching alone is not financ. ial.l.7 remunerative. 
If one hed to describe the graduate from Loyola in terms of money 
matters 1 one vould find it rather di:f'ticult. On the whole 1 one gets the 
impression that the religious element maims ambition 1n that line. Same 
remarked that it was "of no interest," "banking on a pretty good return 
eternell.7." In the case of the laJ!Hn one wuld feel the seriousness of the 
profession before mone7. '!'he reward of the protesa1on is the one accepted. 
EVALUATI<ll CJ! TRADING: SUGGE8rIONS AND COMMENTS 
The importance and validit:y of subjective evaluation was made l'J18nifest 
in the study ot Allan M. Cartter An Assessment of Quality in Graduate Educa-
tion. As Cartter says, "In an operational sense, quality!!. someone's sub-
jective assessment 1 tor there is no wa7 of objectivel7 measuring what is in 
l 
essence an attribute ot value." To the objection that evaluation of experts 
is "a mere opinion survey" or "a compendium of gossip is still gossip" as a 
disgrmtled respondent, quoting Dr. Johnson, put it, Cartter pointedly re-
plied in the following manner: "The present study is a surve7 of informed 
opinion. The opinions w have sought are what in e court of l av would be 
called the testimony ot expert vitnesees--those persons 1n each field who ere 
well qualified to Judge 1 who by training are both knovl.edgeable and dispassion 
ate, who through professional activities are competent to assess professional 
standards, and who b7 their scholarly pe.rtieipation within their fields have 
earned the respect of their colleagues and peers. "2 This impartant f'ector 
1n any opinion survey is what one would refer to as qualifieetions of' the 
judges; a second is the assumption that the higher the degree of agreement 
among expert witnesses, the more likel7 it :'..a that the opinion reflects e 
tact. 
l 
:Allan M. Cartter, ~ Assessment 2!. Qyalit7 1a Graduate ldw;ation 
(Washington, D.C.: American Counciln on Education, 1966) 1 p. 8. 
2 
Ibid. 
-
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That the graduates are qualified to Judge their training received at 
Loyola is partly assumed and partly backed up b7 the f'act that the Graduate 
School considered them qualif'ied to Join the profession. One would not waste 
time in asking for rating ar criticism unless he acknowledges beforehand that 
it ts not merely subjective opinion but at the same time valuable objective 
information. '?hat does not interfere in the least with the running of one's 
house by outsiders. As Medina remarked in his dissertation of the psycholo-
gist f'rom Loyola, "It should be made explicit here that the questions clearly 
put the locus of evaluation within the individual. He is not asked what 
should be changed or added 1n the program f'ran the stand-Point of the adminis-
tration. He vas asked what specific skills and techniques he had found to be 
especially valuable on the basts ot his own experience 1n the field. Also he 
was asked about the areas in which he felt himself lacking, or those in which 
he felt he bad not received sufficient tra1n1ng. n3 
Thia chapter is concerned mainl7 with two features: the evaluations 
or rating of' training end the relationship between such evaluations and cer-
tain characteristics already analyzed. Secondly, the e011111ents and suggestions 
made about the Department of' Sociology and its graduate progrBlll. 
~uestion 50 1n Form 11, the anOJl111lOUB f'orm, asked: "In terms of' your 
present situation and 70ur contact with prof'essicmallJ' trained individuals 
from other institutions, how would you evaluate the sociologicsl training 
received at Loyol.af" Four descriptive words indicating a progression from 
wholehearted approval to a stage of serious reservation or even disapproval 
followed in this order: "excellent", "good" 1 "fair" 1 "poor". Counents were 
3 Medina, p. 15. 
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invited in case the respondents would like to clarify their evaluation. 
'?able 21 shows the frequency with which a particular term was selected 
to indicate the evaluation ot training received. 
TABLE 21 
RATING <R mAmmo RECEIVED AT LOYOLA BY GRADUATES 
CF THE DEPARTMENT \6 SOCIOLOGY. 
Rating Nmber Per cent 
Excellent 6 11.3 
Good 31 58.5 
Fair 14 26.4 
Poor 2 3.8 
Total 53 100.0 
It will be noted 1n Table 21 that over one-half' of the respandents 
judge their training as "good". In fact, more than two-'thirda of the group, 
69.8 per cent labelled their training with the two highest ratings. The other 
two unfavorable ratings received a little more than one-fourt of the 53 
ratings. 
For the moat pert, people rated their training without ccnment. The 
striking feature of the comments is that generally they anticipate the criti-
cism asked for in the following questions. Hence the content vill be anal-
yzed along with the criticisms later on. A mu.ch higher proPortion of critical 
comments occurred among those who gave a lower rat 1ng. Of the nineteen 
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people who added camnent, there ere ten in the two upper ret ings 1 ti ve of whic 
praise in general the training end five point to general remarks. On the 
other hand, the other nine comments involve eight people with rather unfavor-
able COll'lllents. The two respondents rating their training es "poor" are a 
striking example : one made three checks for "poor" and the other remarked 
"saae professors were Just wasting time". 
Recency 2!. '.Q!gree and Ratty 2t, 'rrain1;ns. One of the reasons adduced b7 
some respondents 1n not suggesting criticism was that they have been away 
for e long time; they feel out of' touch to give relevant criticism. As in 
the case of Medina reporting on the psychologists, this stud7 shows a clear 
tendency for the people Vh.o had received their training earlier end been out 
of contact longer with the source of training to accord it e higher rating 
then for the graduates less tar removed 1n point ot time. And again, a closer 
look at those Yho rated the training as "excellent" 1 their varied characteris• 
tics lllflke them somewhat unusual. One male bas the hf.gb.est income in the 
whole group, though he baa only an M.A. terminal, and three are females and 
religious, also 'With M.A. terminal, though all are engaged full-time 1n the 
sociological field. 
~x and Rating. If we make two groups of the 53 rating male and female 
graduates--one unfavorable rating ("fair" end "poor"), the other favorable 
reting ("excellent" and "good")--ot the 34 males, 23 gave a favorable rating 
to their training and 11 untevorable; ot the 19 women, 15 gave favorable 
approval and 4 rated their training unfavorably. Women wre twice as likely 
to approve their training as compared with men. As it is found in other 
surve79, the women graduates give e more enthusiastic endorsement to their 
training than the men do. The two ratings ot "poor" came from males. 
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When relating the tvo factors ot sex and religious community membership 
to the date in rating, it was accidentally discovered that six men who did 
not refer to their status when giving account ot their incane were religious 
order members, end only one VCll18n omitted it. We coUld pin down the rating 
or religious people 1n 15 ot the 21 religious men and in ll of the 12 reli· 
gious vcmen. When examining the rating msde by the religious, a slight in-
fluence to rate their training above the others could be deduced fran the feet 
that no religious male rated his training as "poor" an1, on the other hand, 
that three religious women of the total tour had rated it as "excellent". 
Degree status and Rattpg ot 'l'rain:1:Pg. 'fable 22 lists the various degree levels 
and the ratings accorded to training by the graduates at each level. The 
M.A.•s have been broken down into terminal M.A.'s and M.A.•s with additional 
course work who have not ~t reached, or may not reach, the doctoral level. 
It will be noted that there ts reletinly little variation in rating ettri-
butable to status at least on the basis of the small number of respondents. 
!ABLE 22 
DBGREE Sl!ATUS AND RA'l'IlfG CR TRAINING ~EIVED 
Ph.D. M.A. 'l'erm1nal M.A. with edditicmal 
course work 
(N •'J') (N-19) (N - 27) 
Excellent 
-
2 4 
Good 5 12 14 
Fair 2 5 7 
Poor 
- -
2 
Total 7 19 27 
,I 
I 1 ~ 
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The Ph.D. •s, M.A. •s with additional course work and the terminal M.A. 's 
ell tended to rate their training about the seme, except that there were no 
ratings in the "excellJmt" catego17 made by the Ph.D. •s. The striking f'ea-
tlll"e is the favorable impression of training which all levels appear to hold, 
since the most frequently checked descriptive term at each level was "good." 
Sociol91ists versus Non-SOCiol911ste in Rating. Ratings by graduetes work-
ing 1n sociolo8)" and by graduates in a non-sociological :position tended to 
be rather uniform, except for the tact tbst none of the non-sociologists 
used the highest rating "excellent", but neither did the Ph.D.'s es was 
mentioned earlier. Besides that, there is no definite pattern that would 
contrast one group against the other in their ratings. The absence of com-
ments was noticed 1n the group of those who ere not in the field. Three in 
their comments made reference to their position as leas suited to give rele• 
vent evaluation. 
~uestion 46 was worded& "It 70ur position is (was) sociological in 
nature which general area best categorizes itf" Several in e non-sociolog-
ical :position felt no need to answer the question. Now, when analyzing the 
relationship between rating and specialty field, a full comparison is not 
possible. 
As mentioned earlier, teaching was by fer the most common position of 
the group, and in that respect those in that position set the tone for the 
ratings. Though one in the teaching position gave the lowest rating, four 
out ot six giving the highest rating were in teaching, and the majority 
(21 of 33) marked the nttng "good". Most ot the criticisms point out some 
weakness in preparation i'or research. As we shell see later, strangely 
enough no noticeable relationship could be observed from the comparison of 
ratings with that cherecter1stic. That tells well of the evaluation made 
by the graduates in not letting themselves be influenced bye particular 
bias, when Judging the training received es e whole. 
Ratings and Cqmments, Some camnents were self'-explanetory, others praised 
the quality of tre ining in genera 1 or the contrary 1 without changing the 
evaluation given. There were a few comments which should rather have been 
written in the following questions. Here e few samples are given. For 
obvious reasons those comments mentioning names of persons ere omitted, whe-
ther adulatory in character or expreasing antagonism. Two graduates in the 
"excellent" category commented: "Not until I attended other Graduate Schools, 
did I realize the education I received at Loyola;" and the other, "And I 
really mean this •••• especially having had comparative/evaluative experience 
on both a national and international level." Surely, she was living abroad, 
One of those in the "poor" category after praising some professors 
wrote: "Others in the Department should have been on the other side of the 
desk." A Ph.D. in the "good" category commented: "I received my deep inter-
est end motivation to continue from two members of the faculty," 
Suggestions and Conpents Reprding Trainiy,, The three following questions 
511 521 53 of the anonymous form, Form II, were intended to elicit both 
specific suggestions to tm.prove the functions of the department and whatever 
objections to perticu~.er policies and practices existed. In a sense 1 they 
clsritied the evaluation given 1n the previous question, though healthy 
criticism could well go along with approval ot the training, In fact, 29 of 
the 38 in the "tavorabl~" group as well as 14 of the 15 in the "unfavorable" 
group could equally be found in the same constructive criticism, except on 
s few occasions where less moderate wording appeared. 
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Thus, item 51 asked: "what particular areas or topics do you feel were 
neglected or inadequately stressed and should have received greeter emphasis 
in your training at Loyolef" Item 52 aimed at the contrary possibility: 
"What areas or topics have been overlz stressed to the neglect or exclusion 
of more important or relevant materiel!" Item 53 finally asked tor more 
additional camnents or suggestions which the graduate could ofter with regard 
to general quality, number and experience of the teaching staff; facilities 
for training end placement ot students; research activity end interest with 
the department; desirebility ot interdisciplinary emphasis in training; 
relations with the professional and general public; and so forth. 
It goes without saying that the individual graduates were not comment-
ing on the same experiencial situation; names of professors no more in the 
department were mentioned; the department itself baa been under the control 
of different chairmenJ the degree program had been expanded to the doctoral 
level; end as was mentioned in the introduction quoting Sibley, "The com-
plexion of sociology 1s changing or hes changed in the last decade. It can 
be now said to be in a late stage of adolescence at a time of potentially 
4 
rapid maturation." All these factors affect deeply the sociologist's 
breadth of functions and activities in his professional role. Whet is im-
portant, however, is the kind of things which the graduates address them• 
selves to, quite apart f'rom whatever actual experience they may have had in 
the department. The kind ot things and the areas which with the passage of 
time heve cane to prominence and importance far them in their present roles--
these are the significant features to be considered. r.n tact, practically 
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all the answers were short and to the point. 
On the whole the response to the comment queries 1 being at the end of 
a rather long questionnaire 1 was that of the traveller at the end of a 
Journey who does not feel like talking much. Of the 53 respondents for 
question 511 eight ignored the item or excused themselves from the task for 
one reason or another, end two said they tho\lllht no area was neglected. For 
question 521 eighteen ignored the question, and ten said no area ws over• 
stressed. As for question 53, twenty ignored the question with or without 
reason. A few people asserted that everything was fine as it stood and so 
there was no room for criticism or comment. 
Whet is remarksble 1n the answers is the fact that general agreement 
was eX,J;U"essed in the real issues es can be seen in Table 23. 
One may note that the main comment on certain deficiencies is expt"essed 
by ell the Ph.D.'s and b7 twent7-one M.A.'s. All things considered, the 
answers appeared to be offered with every effort at sincere, constructive 
criticism. Nevertheless, 1n e very few instances, the qualit7 of sane of 
the comnents and the affect-laden ptmetuation pointed up the fact that it is 
quite possible to perform therapeutic fl.Ulctions by mail--espec1all7 when 
anOllJlllity is guaranteed end the persons involved are not to be faced. A 
respondent after mentioning a personal conf'lict with a teacher adds, "That 
teacher is since dead." 
The number of specific comments made b7 the graduates on training 
the7 had received totaled 205. Sixt7-five touched on neglected areas tiven 
in Table 2.3; twenty-eight referred to overstressed areas; the other 112 
dealt with general end concrete remarks 1 positive or negative 1 appreciative 
or critical of the different topics hinted at in question 53. 
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TABLE 23 
NEGIBCTED AREAS AS BATKO BY GRADUATES IN SOCIOLOGY 
FROM LOYOLA 
Neglected Area ltmber 
Research Techniques 28 
Statistics 12 
Theory 12 
Social World Problems 3 
Socia 1 Change 2 
Social Psychology 2 
European Sociologists 2 
None 2 
Social Institutions l 
Population and Ecolog 1 
Urban Sociology 1 
Specialized Branches of Sociology 1 
No answer 8 
The picture of ueglected areas 1n the mind of the sociologist from 
IDyola is clearly portrayed in Table 23. One cannot add much 1n the wa7 of 
analy'sis or interpretation. Facts speak for themselves. Yet, a comparison 
with the table giving i.l:..a results on areas of interest (Table 14) gives one 
pause, upon observing that methodoloa is so little liked and at the same 
time the deficiency in research techniques so much felt. The explanation, 
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es far as one can guess, comes from the light thrown by the choices on areas 
ot secondary interest. Research techniques, 1n the case of the sociologist, 
are viewed as a means to an end; although their importance is secondary, 
their leek ts important and hence the criticism. 
Only twenty respondents anBW'red question 52. There was a diffused 
spread on topics as wll as lack at agreement. Hence 1 one is tempted to say 
that there was no real issue on the score ot overstressed areas. There is 
a mild criticism of things that are no more 1 though surely could exist in a 
Catholic University. Papal Encyclicals, "The Church", Catholic outlook, 
philosophy are items mentioned as overstressed which, no doubt, point to e 
mentality which could be called "pre-Vatican II" today. Again, tour consider 
"race" as an overstressed topic. 
The comments or suggestions requested regarding various important 
matters in the Department of Sociology centered around two main poins. 
One was concerned vith the faculty and the other touched on the department 
as such, whether in respect to certain policies, facilities or programs. 
Though each topic suggested 1n the question was referred to, the bulk of 
comments concerned those two main points. Table 24 strives to provide a 
summary 1n which these criticism are listed. 
The disconcerting criticism is the one that evaluates the faculty: 
they are split 1n equal numbers. As e rule 1 the criticisms were not elabor-
ate but spontaneous and concrete, except for a fev commenting on the policy 
held as regards the requirement ot a thesis tor the M.A. One of them says, 
"The requirement ot an empirical thesis fran every M.A. candidate is ana-
chronistic in view of the developnents within other better departments of 
sociology in the country--all the more so 1n viev of the small apparent 
involvement ot the department itself in research." Another one somewhat 
sarcasticell7 recounted his experience: "It took a month for me to write 
the first chapter of 'lfl7 thesis. For the director it took six months to 
reed it, and when he gave it back he had practicall,- nothing to say about it. 
Faculty 
'?ABU: 24 
c~s Br 1'RE ORADUATI m SOCIOLOGY FROM LOYOLA 
REGARDING FACUIA!f AND DEPARTMENT 
Faculty-student lack of communication 
Poor 
Good 
Inexperienced 
Overworked 
DeP!rtment 
Note: 
Leck of research 
Inadequate course-integration 
No interdiacipU.n.ary communication 
Thesis 
Tension in Department 
Poor Library 
Few Assistantships 
Kmber 
12 
15 
15 
2 
2 
13 
9 
5 
4 
3 
2 
2 
One remarked adequate coU:rse-integration and one research facilities. 
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There were suggestions which may have some value as hints for improve-
ment. One recam:nends that onl.)" full-time students be admitted end another 
suggests the holding ot the Ph.D. es a requirement tor teaching in the de-
partment. It was suggested to heve an M.D. (sic) program in sociology with 
emphasis on two or three ereas. 
Happily 1 the remarks were not wild or impracticable. They concerned 
real issues, which, no doubt, any department is aware of end tries to solve 
them as best it can. Loyola's graduates seemed to be aware ot that and quite 
realistic about possibilities of improvement. 
CP.AP!'ER VI 
stl4MARY AND CONCWSIONS 
The present stud7 waa undertaken to determine the more important fea-
tures characterizing the professional sociologist who has received his grad-
uate training at Loyola Un.inrsity f':rom 1956 to 1968. Also, the graduate 
was invited to give a critical appraisal of the training he reeeived at 
Loyola University. Fitt7-four of seventy-five graduates (72 per cent) re-
turned the questionnaire, which is rather setisfactory when compared with 
the returns in other mail-tJPe aurve7s. A two-phase mail questionnaire was 
devised and sent to each of the graduates. The first form vaa concerned 
with the personal and :professional characteristics of the graduates; the 
second form, &nOD.JlllOUSly retum.ed 1n a separate envelope, dealt with finan-
cial data and evaluations of training. Aside tram the ditficult7 1n locating 
foreign graduates, there was no apparent bias governing the return of quest-
ionnaires. In a few instances, eontraey to expectation, some religious 
congregation members declined to answer for personal reasons 
The growth of the Socioloa Department does not appear completely 
regular over the :years. The :years 1956 to l96o - the first phase - are 
similar 1n that they are characterized by low frequencies. The J't&rs 1961 
to 1964 present a rather compact group of 34 graduates. That phase of con-
solidation bore its truit with the first two Ph.D. degrees awarded 1n Feb-
rusry, 1964. The :years 1965 to 1968 with two consecutive J9Brs with the 
highest number of graduates bear witness to the stabilit7 ot the Sociology 
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Department. The Ph.D. degrees ere eight in number. 
Over the years the Department of Sociology has kept a proportion of 
tvo men to one woman. Religious eonmunity members received 61.2 per cent of 
all degrees awarded in socioloa. The average age at the time of degree is 
on the older side; more tban hslf are near or above forty years old. 
The number of foreign students is remarkable, indeed. .Al.most one-third 
of graduates belong to a variety of countries covering four continents of the 
vorld, since Australia alone is not represented. The geographic location 
is striking, even in the United states, spreading over ten states and eleven 
different countries. 
Slightly more then half of the graduates with the M.A. indicated that 
they hope to (or would like to) go on for the Doctorate at some time or 
other. The others were definite about not going further, being content to 
remain at the M.A. level. The Loyola M.A. graduates go rather slowly 1n 
getting through additional course requirements; the range of courses com-
pleted ranged from 3 to 8. Such course work is done 1n fit~een tmiversities 
other than Ioyola. 
Almost half of the graduates do not belong to any professional associa-
tion; the common pattern for the rest is that of' membership 1n the American 
Sociological Association and the American Catholic Sociological Society. 
Only a f'ew have show interest and participation in these national organiza-
tions, especially around convention time and occasional pres4ntation of 
papers. Six graduates are Fellows of the A.S.A. end five have served on 
different committees; forty-nine seemingly considered the question irrele-
vant regarding service 1n professionsl associations and gave no answer. In 
spite of' the large number of religious commtm.ity members, only two belong to 
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the Society tor Sc1entii'1c study of Religion. 
With regard to prof'ess1onel and leerned journals, there is a marked 
correlation between membership Bnd subscriptions. 'l'wenty-one graduates are 
both non-members nnd non·subscribero. Hence the total number ot subscriptions 
to Journals is not high as a group. 
In the latest research done on publication by Kuudeen and Vaug..lien as 
an objective index of acadentie quslity, Loyola does not qualify as yet for 
l 
comparison vith othftr top tm.iversities. NeV1!rtheless, the Ph.D. graduates 
have contributed seven dissertations, and the M.A.' s parts of three theses in 
publications. There is e group of six graduates vith numerous professional 
publications and s smeller group with publtcations :for non-professional 
readers L'l'l the f'orm ot pemphl•ta and tilll•atripa. The articles ot the first 
group have appeared 1n as ma117 es twent7-one professional journals. Presen• 
tations before profession.el groUPs were less numerous, the groups being of 
a local character genera ll7. 
As m8ll7 es nineteen graduates are currently engaged in research acti• 
vit7 and fourteen of them ere benetitting from grants provided b;y private 
end public agencies. 'rhe areas or research are so varied es to defy claas1-
f'tcatton; the greduete io a researcher without a name. Thirty-seven 
respondents considered research to be ranked 1n first or second place 1n the 
role of' the sociologist. 
The importance ot foreign languages 1n the course of' professional 
duties appeared at first sight to be considerable. Yet a closer look re-
vealed th.et the use at foreign language was 1n foreign-lsnguage speaking 
1trnua.sen end Vaughan, p. 43. 
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areas, and only six made use of a foreign languag'! for professional readings 
fairly often, and nine occasionally. T':'le lenguages of some value to the 
sociologist were French, Spanish and German. 
Areas of interest for Loyola graduates, as indicated by primary and 
secondary choices or no choice, were not a specific branch of apectelizetion 
but included from two to three subjects, usuall7 Social Orgenizat1on, Social 
Problems, Socinl Change una. Social Psychology. These areas f!lppear to be the 
ones on which the teaeh~r of aod.olog;y might often give courses. At the 
other end 1 Deraogra :ghy va s rather tmpopuler. 
A little less than three-fourths of the graduates have remained in 
the field for Which they wre trained, and consider themselves to be sociol-
ogists. Most of them work in lmiversity or college settings and schools 
below the college level account for a second grouP. Strangely enough, not 
a single grsdu.ete was hired by industry and business. '!'hose in a n.on-soc-
1ologtcal position, though they considered their training ws acmehow involve< 
1n their present occupation, failed to give in:tormation ar. to what their 
current occupation was. 
When the distribution of time spent in various professional activities 
was tallied, it was f'ol.m.d that scarcely any two people devoted the same time 
to the same areas. 'l'eeching end administration, followd by rese-ereh1 were 
consuming practically all the time 1 though with remarkable disparit7 1n em• 
phss1s from person to person. !he range of teaching hours (including prep-
aration) was frl'.ln t1ve to :f'orty hours. Again, here the striking feature 1 es 
in the area of interest, is that practically no graduate is concerned ex• 
clusively with a single broad i"l.m.ction to the exclusion of others. In maJl1' 
cases the graduate works beyond avere.ge time. 
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Many of the Loyols gradw1tes., both religious and laymen, did not choose 
to mention their finances. This leek or informstion and the large number of 
foreign respondents with non-c::ll!lperable in.canes made it difficult to eve.luate 
where tlie Loyola graduate stands in point of monetary reward. In the light 
of 1ncane, research seemed to bring in more earnings, 'While teaching alone 
did not c'i:lrry large moneta1•y reward. Members of religious orders considered 
incane t1s "01' no interest" f'.nd "ban1dng on a :pretty good retu.-"l"'ll. eternally." 
The anoeyn1ou3 r~tings of t;ra!n.ing recciwd et Loyola were gratifying, 
to say the least. The gradustes rnting their training as "good" more than 
doubled those who rated it as "fair". Seemingly 1 wom.en graduates gave a 
more enthus:testtc endorsement to their training than men, yet religious 
community membership does not appear to influence the rating. Also, th.ere 
is little variation in rating attributable to degree status. 
Regarding comments end suggestiona, a lnrger proportion of comments 
and criticism came from those who gave lower ratings to their training at 
Loyola. Comments and suggestions relating to training centered arotm.d a few 
specific topics. The most frequently cited understresud area was considered 
to be that of research techniques. Its lack wes felt in the Departmen\ 1 
at the thesis level, end as a prepcration for the futm-e. statistics and 
theory were the next most frequently cited areas in which furthe:i.· training 
was desired. No real issue WAS made of in the. U?atter of' overstressed areas; 
a Catholic bies in the University i-res pointed out by a few. 
The lack of' research came up again in the criticism regarding the 
Department. That criticism came in a general form by saying that "nothing 
is really' going on" 1 and in a more concrete vay when referring to the policy 
held as regards the :i.~equirement of an empirical thesis from everyone vithout 
sufficient help 1n carrying it out. The graduates also felt that there was 
not enough communication. between faculty end students. 'l'his lack of conmun-
ication was generally expressed 1n terms of' non-eveilability ot the protessorE 
for advice. Somewhat aurpr1aingly1 the respondents split equally 1n number 
on contrary evaluation of quality of professors. Practically all showed 
appreciation at least to HVeral faculty members. Also, if one is allowd 
to read between lines, not a few of those tmfavorable remarks could be rated 
as affect-laden. 
All things considered, the most striking single impression arising 
from the stud7 is that the Loyola graduate is a member of the growing pro-
fession in sociology, especially 1n the university setting. 'l'he confidence 
and hopes set 1n the Department make him feel proud and grateful. The sin-
cere interest 1n the growth of the department and possibilities ot accomp-
lishment augur well f~ the future. 
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APPPJIDDC I 
Names of the degree recipients by date of con:f'erment of degree, current 
address, and degt"ee status follows. Asterisk indicates Ph.D. degree; all 
others are M.A. degr;-ees. Persons receiving the M.A. end later the Ph.D. ere 
listed 1n each instance under the year that tha particular degr;-ee was award • 
Kal.ay:tl, Rev. Jacob 
Catholic Bishop's House 
Kotta18Jll 1 India 
Sav;yv, Ioretta Mae 
Beechwood, Nev York Isne 
Rawdon, Yorkshire 1 England 
B1eael, Sr. M. Ann Frances 
3195 So. Superior 
Milwaukee 
Jana, James P. 
1816 Wesle7Avenue 
Berwyn, Illinois 
Crowley, Rev. J. Richard 
23 Duane Dr. 
L. Rcmkonkoma, H.Y. 
Kae1ur1 Rev. Edward J'obn, S.J. 
st. Xevier's School 
GPO Box 50 
ltatmandu, Nepal 
Bowman, Jercne F. 
(Ho current address) 
Slesser 1 Sister Euthelia 
520 Plaiutield Ave. 
Joliet, n1. 
Theresita, ar. Mary (Polsz;ynski) 
lt.01 B. Palmer 
Addison, n1. 
&ttter, Sr. Mary Noel 
141 Borth L1bert7 street 
0.l1on1 Ohio 
McNultf, Sr. M. Judith !rerese 
2808 5~ Ave. 
Rock Islancl, n1. 
H8nr71 Patrick J. (No current address) 
Bo7le 1 John Jude (Ho current address) 
l(eng1 Rev. Peter 
"-01 H. Oak Perk Ave. 
Harwood Heights, I1l. 
1961 (contd.) 
staley, Sr. M. Ianstius BVM (No current address) 
Singer 1 John Ambrose 
36o2 Bridge Ave• 
Cleveland, Ohio 
Kala)"il, Rev. Phili:p !rhma s (No current address) 
Gemlon.1 Rev. '.rbmas Michael 
509 N. Oak Park Avenue 
Oak Park1 Ill. 60302 
Fredericks 1 Marcellinus A. 
1575 Tremont st. 
Boston, Maas. 
Boyle, Rev. Patrick Joseph 
2 Jackson street 
Fort; Bragg 
North Carolina 
Moodey 1 Richard William 
502 Beers Ave. 
Meadville I Pa• 
Falkner 1 Iouis Id.ward 
7461 Kingsbury 
University City 
Mo. 63130 
Vigil, Lottie Maria 
(No current address) 
Burns 1 James ldward 
8616 s. Kimbark 
Chicago 
Reicher1 Rev. Robert A. 690 Belmont 
Chicago 
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~(contd.) 
Ba1V 1 Diane M. 
Mrs. BlBckburn 
3218 N. Ridgway Ave• 
Chicago 
Qutnn, Rev. Philip rrancts, s.J. 
Xavier University 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Negre I Rev. Peter I s.J. 
Casilla 283 
La Paz 
Bolivia 
Dunn, Rev. Robert J. 1 s.J. 
28ol v. 86 
fad:lanapolis, Ind. 
»•Souza, Rev. Anthony, s.J. 
(B'o current address) 
Kil.day, Sr. Winifred. 
38 h Xuong1 
Saigon 
Republic of South Vietnam 
~ 
tcautman, Harriet Lois 
(No current address) 
Carlino 1 Lawrence Jerome 
739 Himtm Ave• 
Bvannon, n1. 
Brichetto, Jam.ea Nicholas 
6oo Borth Bend 
C1Dcinnat11 Ohio 
Moroney 1 Rev. W:lllim Francia 
P.O. Box 307 
Mwama 
Tanzania 
Pul.1ckape.ramb11, Rev. Matthew 
(No current address) 
Schindler, Paul Thomas 
4 702 B Ma in street 
Skokie, Ill. 
Smolar, Richard Bernard 
1621 Holly Lane 
Munster, Ind. 
Bautista, Prudencia 
1926 w. Harrison 
Chicago 
*Opara, Patrick Adebayo 
1658 Winf'ord Rd. 
Ba lt 1more, Md. 
*Bannan, Rosemry Shamborsq 
2665 Crawford Ave. 
Chicago 
Dell, Sr. M. Leander 
3011 Carakaddon 
Toledo, Ohio 
Liguori, Rev. Joseph A. 
(No current address) 
Leonard, Sr. M. Carolyn 
700 E. Westleigh Road 
Lake Forest, lll. 
*Theres! ts, Sr. Mary 
of. 1959 
Tbaliath, Rev. Jonas 
(No current address) 
Ya1118ha , Midori 
(No current address) 
Horan, Rev. Hubert J. 
2020 W. Morse Ave. 
Chicago 
*Fredericka, Maree llinua A. 
ot. 1961 
Verzose, Mercedes Lahoz 
26 Il.ang•llang Rd. 
Rosario Heights 
Quezon City 
Philipines 
Vincent, Rev. Claude Louis 
400 Huron Line 
Wind aor, Ont • 
Canada 
lf1ebrugge, Sr. Agatha M. 
5019 South X.tlin 
Chicago 
Small, Sr. Helen Francis 
Mount Mery College 
Milwaukee, Wis. 
Lorente, James 
Av. Manzanares, 212 
Madrid, 19 
Spain 
*Wey 1 Esther ntzabeth (No current address) 
Kozlowski, Wilfred Michael 
56o5 N. ltarlov 
Chic~~o 
* Staley, Sr. Ignatius 
(No current address) 
Fails, Sr. Chrtstupher Marie 
2935 Upton st. 
Washington. D .c • 
Condon, Paula McNichOlas 
7139 s. Paxton 
Chicago 
Foley, Rev. John Purcell, S.J. 
Colegio Sen Jose 
Ap. 60 
Arequipa, Peru. 
Gschwend, Rev. James Paul, S.J. 
1076 w. Roosevelt Rd. 
Chicago, 60608 
Rechlicz, Bernard Walter 
9347 s. Crawford 
Evergreen Park 
Illinois 
Seheckmuth1 Thomas George 3540 West 80 Place 
Chicago 
O'Donohue, Rev. Dentel H. 
(No current address) 
Parapelly, Rev. James Chacko 
c/o Archbishop• s House 
Changanacherry 
Kerala, India 
*O'Connell, Rev. John Joseph, S.J. 
1131 W. Wisconsin 
Milwaukee 
*Pltanczer, steven I 
3338 N. Dower 
Milwaukee, Wis. 53211 
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Lewicki, Rev. Roman, S.J. 
St. Xavier's School 
Civil Lines 
Delhi 6, India 
Molnar, Martin Andrew 
(l'fo current address) 
OnyowuOD.Ji, Rev. Innocent 
(No current address) 
Murphy, Rev. Boin 
Bon SecoU1"8 Hoapital 
Glasvenin 
Dublin 99 Ireland 
Ace, Sr. Patrick M. 
23619 Power Road 
Farmington, Mich. 
Sakamoto, Michiko 
(lo current address) 
Schreier, Sr. Mary Ifathryn 
1010 So. Davia 
Pereyrllle 
Mo. 63775 
Prabhu, Rev. John Coelho, S.J. 
14 Allen street 
Amhurst I Ma 88 •I 01002 
Prosen, Antl'lon1' Joseph 
401 Michigan Ave. 
Washington D .c. 20017 
Yu, Sheila Hsueh-Chin 
856 W. Fullerton Ave. 
Chicago 
Sery, Margaret M. 
st. Olaf' College 
Northfield 
Minnesota 
I 
i: 
I 
LOYOLA UNIVERSITY 
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY. 
Lewis Towers * 820 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60611 * WHitehall 4-0800 
Dear Graduate, 
The purpose of this questionnaire is to take stock 
of what the Sociology Department has accomplished since its 
beginning. To get at, evaluate, or assess the contribution which 
the department has made to the field of Sociology, both as a 
profession and as a science, it is necessary to contact the 
degree recipients themselves since they represent in most tan-
gible form the contribution made. This, then in a general sense 
is the purpose behind the enclosed questionnaire, Form I and 
Form II. More specifically the aim is to find out in what capac-
ities you our degree recipients are functioning, how you are 
utilizing your sociological trainings, and how as a group you 
compare on a host of diverse points with sociologically trained 
persons from other institutions and with sociologists in general. 
Dr. Ross P. Scherer, Chairman of the Department 
of Sociology, writes: 
"The results of this study should be of great 
benefit to Departmental planning and development. 
I certainly hope that all our alumni will co-
operate in this venture to the fullest". 
I plan to present an analysis of the data received 
as my M.A. thesis, which will be under the direction of D~. Joseph : 
P. Mundi (Dr. Paul Mundy, first reader). Later, I hope the Dep-
artment can share the findings with you. 
No information will be individually linked to your 
name. Furthermore, the questionnaire Form II is anonymous, in 
order to conceal the identity of the person responding. 
Your full cooperation in this endeavor is earnestly 
requested. We thank you in anticipation and wish you all the best. 
Hoping you will send in your answers at your earliest convenience, 
I remain 
Sincerely yours, 
J. Mairata S.J. 
M.A. Candidate. 
LOYOLA UNIVERSITY 
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY 
L •..... , .. . . • . . {; 
' ' ~:' ;:, ,, 
Lewis Towers * 820 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 601i11 * WHitehall 4-0800 
Graduate Survey 
Dear Graduate. 
To date we lack one third of the returns from 
the Graduate ourvey QueGtionna.ires which were sent to the rut-
va.nced degree recipients of the Department of Sociolog,y. 
Since the imposing task of statistical and qualitative anal-
ysis must begin at once9 we ask you to take the necessary 
time to fill out the forms and mail them to us in the stamped, 
addressed envelopes provided. 
Your individual response is essential for the 
success of this endeavor. 
Yours sincerely', 
1 '/J /;;._...--) ' /11 R.-<...>·>,,;,>v l-t:;_ 7 • 
J. Maira.ta s.J. 
Please, 
LOYOLA GRADUATE SOCIOLOGY ALUMNI SURVEY 
Form I. Personal Data 
(Please, return this questionnaire in the envelope which is 
marked "Form I".) 
do not write 
in column 
below. 
7. If a veteran, indicate branch of previous military service; 
(1) Army 
(2) - Navy 
(3) - Marine Corps 
(4) - Air Force 
8. While in military service was your function that of a 
sociologist? __ -·--. -· ~-------·-- ___ _ 
9. If yes, indicate the position held: 
I 
10. In what occupation(s) are you currently employed (present 
or most recent position)? 
11. Title of your position: 
12. Name and type of employer(e.g. employed by a university, 
private practice, etc.)? 
13. Is your sociological training involved in this occupation? 
(1) _ Yes, directly. 
(2) Yes, indirectly. 
(3) = No. 
14. Check the most applicable designation of your present 
position below: 
(1) Full-time position sociological in nature. 
(2) --- Full-time position non-sociological in nature. 
(3) Full-time student. 
(4) Part-time student working in sociological position. 
(5) Part-time student working in non-sociological pos~ 
(6) Other, specify:...................... itio 
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15. Proportionately how many hours in an average week are spent 
in each of the following activities? (Consider an average 
week as 40 hours) Fill in the number of hours: 
(1) 
(2) 
Teaching (include preparation) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
Individual research or with assistants whom you ac-
tively supervise. 
Advisory function toward students preparing theses et 
Testing and interviewing. 
Administrative duties. 
Other, specify: •••..........•......• 
16. What are your particular 
Check one after each. 
Degree of Interest: 
Primary Secondary None 
(1) 
(2) 
f ~5 (5) 
(6) 
(7) ~ 
(8) 
areas of interest or competence? 
General Theory 
Methodology 
Demography and Population 
Rural-urban sociology 
Social Change and Development 
Social organization, structure 
and institutions. 
Social problems,social disorganiz-
ation. 
Social Psychology. 
17. Highest professional or academic degree received: 
Degree Year Awarded Instit~tion Conferring D~gree 
B.S. 
B.A. 
M.A. 
M. D. 
Ed.D. 
Ph. D. 
Other 
18.Thesis Title: 
. . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . 
.......... 
. . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . ~ . . 
Dissertation Title: 
• • • • Q • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
• • • • • • • • • • Q • • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
19. If you have an M.A., but not yet a Ph.D., check the state-
ments which apply to you, whether you intend going on at 
Loyola or elsewhere. 
(1) Course work completed, 
(2) Language requirement fulfilled. 
(3) -~- Dissertation outline approved. 
(4) == Oral exa,,ination or ··ritten comprehensive completed. 
20. If course work for the Ph.D. is not completed, how many 
courses have you completed to date beyond the M.A. requir-
ement of 8 courses? Give number: 
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21. Do you intend g;oing on for the Ph.D. (at Loyola or else-
where) or are you now so engaged? 
(1) Yes 
(2) No 
(3) Undecided 
Comment: 
22. If answer 11 yes 11 is given to question No.21, specify .. the · 
Institution which you expect to grant the degree: 
23. Has all of your graduate course work to date been taken 
at Loyola University"? 
(1) Yes 
(2) No 
24. If answer to question No. 23 is "No", indicate the other 
institution or institutions where courses were taken and 
the number of semester hours: 
25. What professional positions, not including the one re-
ferred to in item No. 10, have you held? 
(1) Position title Name and type of Emplozer 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • e e e • e I • • • • • • • • e • e • ~ e I I r 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Years Worked 
19 •• to 19 .• 
19 •• to 19 .• 
19 •• to 19 •. 
19 •• to 19 .• 
26. What professional societies do you belong to? Check all 
that apply: 
(1) American Sociological Association 
(2) American Catholic Sociological Society 
(3) American Statistical Association 
(4) Population Association of America 
(5) Rural Sociological Society 
(6) American Anthropological Association (7) American Association for the Advancement of Science 
(8) American Economic Association (9) American Political Science Association 
(10) American Society of Crimirology 
27. If ASA 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
Other: (list) ....................•............ 
member, check membership status: 
Student 
Fellow 
Associate 
Foreign Associate 
Active 
28. Have you served as an officer, chairman, or committee 
member for any of the professional societies at a national 
-4-
regional, or state level? If so, please, list the offices 
held at the organization: 
Association Committee Level 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
• • • • • • • • 0 0 • ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
............ . . . . . ... ~ ........ . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
29. · ich of the professional or learned journ,~·ls do you re-
ceive regularly?_(Do not include American 309iological .Rev-
iew or American 8ociqlogist received in ASA membership). 
Check all that apply: 
Sociolovical Abstracts 
Sociolo~ical Review 
Social Forces 
Sociological Inquiry 
Sociometry 
.Or 
-
Sociology of Education 
The American Journal of Soc 
Sociology and Social Resear 
Soc~ologiQaiL Quarjer ly 
Others (list) 
30. Has your thesis and/or dissertation been published in 
whole or in part as a monograph, journal article, or book? 
(1) Yes* 
(2) - No 
If yes*, give exact and full citation: 
31. Have you presented your thesis and/or dissertation (or an. 
portion thereof) before a professional group (e.g. ASA,ACSS, 
(1) Yes 
(2) - No 
Cite the organization, title of paper, and. date given: 
-------·---
32. Do you have any other publications either as a single auth 
or or with other authors? Give full citation: 
·----· --··---·----- ------
33. List papers, other than that mentioned in No. 31 above, 
which have been presented or read. Please, include profession-
al groups or society and title: 
__________________ .. __ ----------------
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34. Are you currently engaged in sociological research? Briefl 
indicate the nature of this research: 
---- ~--···----····--·-·--··---
35. Are you now receiving or have you evor received a research 
grant from any institution or agency (include research assls 
tantships, UJPHS fellowships etc)? 
(1) Yes* 
(2) = No 
36. If yes*, what is tho name of the institution or agency 
awarding the grant (grants): 
--·-·---------··--·-
37. Wha.t type of grant: 
38. How is research built into your particular position(if ;xt 
all): (1) Research is considered a part of my regular 
duties for which I am paid. 
(2) Research is largely conducted on my own free 
time apart from regular duties. 
(3) No research is expected in my position. 
39. (a) In the course of your professional duties and activ 
ities how often do you utilize or feel a need for any 
language or languages other than English? Check one: 
(1) Frequently 
(2) Fairly often 
(3) Occasionally 
(4) Rarely, if ever 
(5) Never 
(b) If such arieed exists, what language or languages 
are used? (1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
French 
German 
81)anish 
Other (specify) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • 
40. Please, rank from one to five the major roles of the 
sociologist, using 1 for most important, 2 for next most 
important etc. 
a) Teaching 
I 
·b~ Research 
c. Social Activism 
d. Essay-writing 
e. Contributing service or expertise. 
f. Other (specify) •••••••..•.•.. 
LOYOLA GRADUATE ;:30CIOLOGY ALUHNI SURVEY 
Form II. Evalu.atio!:!_q_f._1'.raini~nd Financial Data. 
Please, do not write your name on this form or in any other way 
identify the person answering these questions. This questionnaii 
(Form II) whould be returned in the envelope which is marked 
"Form II". In this way the identity of the individual Fiving 
information will not be discl~sed. 
41. 
42. 
a. Sex: 
(1) (2)-
b. Age:-
M.A. 
Male 
Femi1le 
20-24 years 
25-29 
30-34 
35-39 
40-
M.A. with additional course work. 
Ph.D. 
43. Generc~l t f 't' h ld t t t tl u ype o· posi ion e a presen or mos recen y 
held: Sociological 
Non-sociological 
44. In this position are you employed full-time or part-time? 
Full-time 
Part-time 
45. How many years o.ltogether have you been employed profes-
sionally as a sociologist? (If you have been employed in var-
ious part-time positions consider these in your total: i.e. 
two years of half-time employment constitute one year full-tim 
46. If your position is (was) sociolo~ical in nature which 
general area best categorizes it? 
Correctional 
Vocational and educational guid~nce. 
Teaching 
Research 
Teaching and research 
Administration: specify type •.••••.••••• 
Consultation 
Industrial and Business 
Other, specify 
47. Average number hours work per week in your position: 
48. a. What is your gross annual (12 months) salary or income 
for this position for the current year? Check on 
amount: 
'7 .1-199 and below 
7.500 to B~Lt-99 
8.500 to 9.499 
9.500 to 10.LJ-99 
10.500 to 11.499 
11. 500 to 12. Lr99 
12.500 and above 
b. Total yearly income anticipated for all professional 
work (i.e. including salary plus income from books, 
speeches, consulting work, etc.) 
49. If as a member of a religious order you do not receive 
a salary, please, indicate the fact with a check mark here: 
50. In terms of your present situation and your contact with 
professionally trained individuals from other institutions, 
how would you evaluate the sociological training you received 
at Loyola? Check one: 
Comment: 
Excellent 
Good 
Fair 
Poor 
51. What particular areas or topics do you feel were neglected 
or inadequately stressed and should have received greater 
emphasis in your training at Loyola? 
-·--·---·-••'- ··-·-·- ····-···. ·-·---·------------ -·--·------
52. What areas or topics have been overly stressed to the 
neglect or exclusion of more important or relevant material? 
·---·-----·-···'-· ·--------·-···----------------
___________ .. _ ··- ·-·---- -·- ·-·---·-·--·- . - .. ··-----·-·-· --· -........ ___ --· ·-----
-------------·---·-·-··-····-··· ---- ---·· ···-·-·-···«----·-··-. 
53. Please, add comments or sugKestions with regard to gen-
eral quality, number, and experience of teaching staff; fac-
ilities for training and placement of students; research ac-
tivity and interest within the department; desirability of 
interdisciplinary emphasis in t~cwi.ning; relations with the 
professional and general public; etc. 
-------------
Form II. 
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(No. 53 comments and suggestions) 
··----··---·-----------------
------ --------··-·--·· ----·-····---------· 
------------·----··---··--·-· - .. ·----------· -------
---·--·-·-- ······-·-··----- --·--· ···---------. ----·-----~·--· -----
_____________________________ .. ________________ _ 
-------·-----·- ----.... _ .. --·--------
--------· -----· ··------------ -··-
----- . - - . " ····-·--··--···. ----· - .. ________________ _ 
54. Career Goal: 
a. In what kind of work do you hope ultimately 
to engage? 
- - ---.. ---··-------
b. What position? 
c. Level of earnings you expect to attain: 
-----··-·-·-··-- ·-·-----·--- --------
55. If you were to begin your sociological trahing over 
again, what would you want to do differently? 
----"~' ---~----M···- ·-----·~ ·-"~ ~---···-·---- --.. "-·-----
- .. - ·------- ... ---·-------- --------
----·-- ---~--- ···-··--·--- _ ......... ,. . ····-----·- -··- ·----·-··-······- ·----
------------- ·- -- ·------·-.,-- ____ ... --- .. ----- ·- ·-- - .. ·--- .. ·-· -·-- .. --· .... ---
-·--·-- .•• .,..,..~--·~ ft " __ ..... ···-·----- - -~----·---- ·---
THANKS 
APPROVAL mID.r 
The thesis submitted by Rev• Jaime Maireta Batle 1 S.J • 
has been reed and apprcmtd by the director ot the thesis. 
Furthermore 1 the final copies Mve been examined b7 the 
director and the signature which appears below verifies 
the tact that aey necessary changes have been incorporated, 
and that the thesis 1a now given final approval with reference 
to con.tent and form. 
The thesis is thereto.re accepted 1n partial tult11baent 
of the requirements tor the d~~ster ot Arts. S-/ ;_ ( /10 ~ L<-"'~'--
S /_-;.! f () ~~~/1. 
Date Signature of Adviser 
